


LOOK AT THE WORLD 
FROM DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES

THERE IS A NEW GLOBAL ORDER RISING 
We all know that it will be very different from the 
world in which we grew up – but what kind of dif-

ference this may be, no-one knows. So with this Atlas of Hu-
manity, we want to offer a warm-up for the journey to new 
global orders; and to look at the world from different per-
spectives, and with three different projections. (see below)
In the film “The Matrix”, Keanu Reeves is offered the choice 

HOW TO USE THIS ATLAS
EACH MAP IN THIS ATLAS  
TELLS THREE DIFFERENT STORIES –  
IN BLACK, IN BLUE, IN RED. TO 
UNCOVER THEM, PLEASE USE 
THE BUTTONS ON EACH PAGE.

1) BROWSE THE MAPS IN THIS ATLAS 
USING THE BUTTONS TO ISOLATE RED 
AND BLUE PRINTED INFORMATION.
THE GREY BUTTON REVEALS 
BASE DATA.CLICK THE CROSSED 
OUT BUTTON TO RETURN 
TO THE DEFAULT VIEW.

2) CHALLENGE YOUR VIEWS AND 
NOTIONS ABOUT THE WORLD. 

between a blue pill and a red pill: blue for a manipulated land 
of illusions, red for the tough reality. Today, there are also 
completely different, often competing or contradictory world 
views around. But this time, we don’t know (at least not yet), 
what is the real stuff, and what the illusion. So please, try 
the red and the blue world view – and decide for yourself.

AZIMUTHAL 
PROJECTION

A globe doesn’t have a 
center - but this map has. It 
is an azimuthal projection, 
where all points are at pro-
portionally correct distances 
from the center. Any point 
can be chosen as center: 
In the UN logo, is the North 
Pole. In our map, it is Riyadh.

DYMAXION 
PROJECTION

This projection was released 
by R Buckminster Fuller in 
1954. It is a kind of tinker-
ing combination between 
map and globe: The map 
can be folded to form a 
globe, and the globe can 
be unfolded and flattened.

ROBINSON 
PROJECTION

This map developed by 
Arthur Robinson in 1963 is 
a kind of optical illusion: It 
look rather exactly how most 
of us think the earth tooks 
like -  but it shows neither 
the shape nor the land 
mass of countries correct.
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FII INSTITUTE
IS A GLOBAL, NON-PROFIT FOUNDATION WITH AN INVESTMENT ARM AND ONE PRESSING AGENDA: 
POSITIVE IMPACT ON HUMANITY.

WE’VE CHOSEN FOUR CRITICAL AREAS TO FOCUS ON, WHERE THE INEQUALITIES ARE MOST GLARING 
AND WHERE EXCITING COLLECTIVE SOLUTIONS CAN BE FOUND.

AI & ROBOTICS
AMPLIFYING OUR CAPACITIES AND REVOLUTIONIZING THE WAY WE WORK AND LIVE

EDUCATION
LIFELONG LEARNING WELL BEYOND THE FOUR WALLS OF A CLASSROOM

HEALTHCARE
STRIVING FOR A BETTER QUALITY OF LIFE FOR ALL

SUSTAINABILITY
A ZERO-CARBON WORLD IS POSSIBLE

PAGE 12  GLOBAL INNOVATION INDEX

PAGE 14  TECHNOLOGY OUTPUT

PAGE 16  ONLINE CONNECTIVITY

PAGE 18  HOTSPOTS OF TECHNOLOGY

PAGE 20  HUMAN CAPITAL

PAGE 22 ICT SKILLS

 PAGES 10-23

ON TECHNOLOGY
ACCELERATING TECHNOLOGY WILL CREATE MORE UPHEAVAL. 
AND MORE WEALTH.

EDITORIAL

PAGE 28 CARBON FOOTPRINT

PAGE 30  BIOCAPACITY

PAGE 32  ENERGY EFFICIENCY

PAGE 34  SOLAR ENERGY

PAGE 36  SEA LEVEL RISE AND CLIMATE MIGRATION

PAGE 38  OCEAN PLASTIC WASTE

PAGE 40 OCEANS AT RISK

PAGE 42 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

 PAGES 24-43

ON SUSTAINABILITY
EVERYTHING WILL BE TRANSFORMED BY THE TRANSITION TO 
NET-ZERO. CAPITALISM MUST BECOME SUSTAINABLE – AND IT 
WILL SUCCEED

PAGE 66  THE NEXT 1,000 BABIES

PAGE 68  EDUCATION AND LEARNING POVERTY

PAGE 70  HYGIENE AT SCHOOL

PAGE 72  LANGUAGE PROFIENCY

PAGE 74  PUPILS PER TEACHER

PAGE 76  BEST UNIVERSITIES

 PAGES 64-77

ON EDUCATION
HOW TO EMPOWER THE YOUNG GENERATION – THE ARCHITECTS 
OF THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY

INVESTMENT FOR 
A BRIGHTER FUTURE

TAKING THE  
HUMAN PERSPECTIVE

THE WORLD TODAY FACES NEW CHALLENGES 
 as well as incredible opportunities. As the global 

population grows, more abundant food and water 
supplies will have to be found.  Cleaner energy to support 
economic and social growth and address climate change is 
already being developed but much more work needs to be 
done. Moreover, cutting-edge technologies like AI, robotics 
and machine learning will be vital to improve education and 
healthcare for all generations.

As important as these actions are, they must be developed 
in a sustainable fashion, benefitting all economies, with 

CAN WE REALLY GRASP THE REALITY WE ARE FACING? 
Sometimes I seriously doubt it. The speed of 
change, the sheer size of the challenges we must 

tackle – nothing is like it ever was, everywhere something 
new is brewing. From the viewpoint of the FII Institute’s 
headquarters in Riyadh, the world as it is becoming looks 
rather bright. From other viewpoints, not so much. 

The FII Institute is doing its best to offer new and fresh 
perspectives. By being a laboratory and curator of innova-
tive and disruptive ideas. By creating global platforms to 
exchange and debate these ideas, which could be a game 

none left behind. 
The FII Institute is playing a critical role in this effort, 

convening global business leaders and helping develop re-
al-world solutions that incorporate social responsibility 
and sustainability as bedrock principles. 

In just three years, that mission, which we call “Impact 
on Humanity”, has gained momentum, with FII emerging 
as a leading global non-profit with ESG principles at its core.

Though complex challenges lie ahead, I am confident that 
FII will spur new efforts that leads to innovations to create 
a better, brighter future for all of humanity.

.

changer for humanity. By investing financially in some 
projects that could make our world more sustainable and 
more inclusive. 

This “Atlas of Humanity” is meant to show how those 
different perspectives may look. For every map, for every 
topic, there are three layers of reality, showing the world 
of today and tomorrow from different angles. But no mat-
ter how you look at them, there’s one level above all those 
perspectives: humanity.

HE Yasir Al-Rumayyan
Governor PIF,  
Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees of FII Institute

Richard Attias
CEO, FII Institute

 PAGES 44 - 63

ON HEALTHCARE
THE DRAMATIC PROGRESS IN HEALTHCARE IS ALREADY SAVING 
MILLIONS OF CHILDREN’S LIVES. BUT THERE IS STILL MUCH MORE 
TO BE DONE.

PAGE 48  GLOBAL LIFE EXPECTANCY

PAGE 50 INFANT MORTALITY

PAGE 52 GLOBAL DISEASE BURDEN

PAGE 54  VACCINE EQUALITY 

PAGE 56  HEALTHCARE WORKERS

PAGE 58  BASIC SANITATION

PAGE 60 HEALTH EXPENDITURE

PAGE 62 OVERWEIGHT AND UNDERWEIGHT
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T H E  W O R L D  O R D E R  I S  
changing in important ways 
that have happened many 

times before in history, though not in 
our lifetimes. How it is changing has 
created the paradigm that we inhabit. 
By “paradigm,” I mean the environ-
ment we are in. Paradigms typically 
last about ten years, with occasional 
big corrections within them. They are 
driven by a persistent set of conditions 
that takes those conditions in a swing 
from one extreme to the other. This 
means that each paradigm is more 
likely to be the opposite of than similar 
to the one preceding it. For example, 
the roaring 1920s were followed by the 
depressionary 1930s, and the infla-

tionary 1970s preceded the disinfla-
tionary 1980s. The assets and liabilities 
you would most like to have, or most 
like to avoid, change according to the 
paradigm at the time. For example, in 
the roaring 1920s you’d want to own 
stocks and avoid bonds, while in the 
depressionary 1930s it would be the 
opposite; in the inflationary 1970s 
you’d want to own inflation hedge as-
sets like gold, commodities, and real 
estate and avoid financial assets hurt 
by inflation such as bonds and stocks 
- while in the disinflationary 1980s 
you’d want to do the exact opposite.

I believe the current paradigm is a 
classic one that is most importantly 
characterized by three big forces:

1) Big debt and debt monetizations, 
particularly in the world’s leading re-
serve currencies, that are together 
threatening to cause a financial and 
economic crisis,

2) Big internal conflicts over wealth, 
values, and political gaps that are man-
ifest by increased populism of the right 
and of the left and fights between them 
that are threatening to cause a type of 
civil war,

3) Big external conflicts, most im-
portantly due to the leading world pow-
er (the US) no longer being the dom-
inant power and increasingly facing 
challenges from rising powers, most 
importantly China, that are threatening 
to cause a type of international war.

The last time we saw such a con-
fluence of events was in the 1930-45 
period, though this type of conflu-
ence happened many times before

that. In this piece, I will briefly ex-
plain my reasoning and show charts 
that demonstrate these things hap-
pening.

The confluence of these three 
forces is shaping the type of para-
digm we are in. All three transpire 
in cycles driven by cause/effect re-
lationships that are logical and can 
be understood. They also affect  
each other so they tend to transpire 
in increasingly good and bad periods 
that coincide in what I call the Big 
Cycle.

Ray Dalio, 73, is one of the world’s 
most well-known and successful 
investors. In 1975, he founded  
Bridgewater Associates, today the 
world’s largest hedge fund. His 
best-known books are “Principles: 
Life & Work” (2017) and “Principles 
for Dealing with the Changing World 
Order:Why Nations Succeed and Fail” 
(2021). He has committed more than 
$6 billion dollars to charitable causes 
through Dalio Philanthropies.

THE RISES AND DECLINES OF 
GREAT POWERS
The chart to the right shows indices 
of the strengths and weaknesses of 
the leading world powers since 1500. 
Note the Dutch, British, American, and 
Chinese cycles. The Dutch guilder was 
the world’s reserve currency when the 
Dutch Empire was on top, the British 
pound was the world’s reserve cur-
rency when the British Empire was on 
top, and the US dollar is the dominant 
reserve currency now that the US is 
on top. Note how things are chang-
ing. These cycles are transpiring for 
archetypical reasons.

The chart on the right below is a 
simplified version of what you just 

saw for these four empires. The gray 
shaded areas are the periods of great 
internal and external conflicts and re-
structurings via depression, revolu-
tion, and war (typically lasting 10–25 
years). They are followed by more ex-
tended periods of peace and prosperity 
in which order is brought about by the 
existence of a dominant power that no 
country wants to fight because it’s too 
strong, leading people to work harmo-
niously together.

THE CHANGING 
WORLD ORDER: 
THE NEW 
PARADIGM
The rise and decline of great powers do not happen 
randomly. They follow long-term cycles, and the 
current global change can best be understood 
in comparison with previous paradigm shifts
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ROUGH ESTIMATES OF RELATIVE STANDING OF EMPIRES

THE TYPICAL BIG CYCLE BEHIND EMPIRES’ RISES AND DECLINES
Standing relative to other powers

RESERVE EMPIRE TRANSITIONS OF THE PAST FOUR CENTURIES
(Simplified representation)
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one should consider minimizing one’s 
ownership of debt assets and putting 
funds into a highly diversified portfo-
lio of assets, including high yielding 
non-cyclical stocks, inflation-hedge 
assets, and select new technology 
venture capital especially in countries 
with healthy finances and civil popula-
tions that have internal order. In other 
words, I think one’s assets and liabil-
ities should be well-balanced in asset 
classes that provide diversification and 
in countries with minimum exposures 
to dollar, euro, and yen debt assets.

Of course there will be corrections 
along the way as the paradigm un-
folds– for example, in central bank 
tightenings, such as those which we 
are now in – but I don’t see any sus-
tained period in which governments 
are likely to allow cash real returns to 
be attractive to own because that would 
cause terrible problems for debtors and 
economies. These circumstances also 
have big geopolitical implications that 
will affect how hospitable different 
surrounding environments are. So in 
this new paradigm, one should think 
about where one is safe in investing, 
doing business, and living.

THE ARCHETYPICAL BIG CYCLE
I will begin taking you through the 
typical cycle at the point that the 
new order is created – i.e., a new 
system run by new leaders, after 
revolutions and wars. For example, the 
last world order to be created came af-
ter WWII, in 1945. At that point in the 
cycle there is a dominant power, and 
nobody wants to fight it, so this part 
of the cycle is typically peaceful and, 
if managed well, prosperous.

This leads people to borrow and bet 
on it continuing, leading to over-in-
debtedness. Because economic op-
portunities are naturally distributed 
unevenly, large wealth gaps develop.

Also, over time, competitors emerge 
and grow in power. Over-indebted-
ness and declining competitiveness 
eventually lead to financial problems 
at the same time as there are large 
wealth and political gaps. This pro-
duces internal conflict and people 
demanding more money, which leads 
governments to create more debt and 
print a lot more money, weakening the 
currency and raising inflation. As the 
dominant power weakens and others 
get strong enough to challenge it, there 
are greater internal and external con-

flicts, leading to revolutionary chang-
es in who has what wealth and power. 
That ends the old order and leads to 
the new order.

This is now happening -- i.e., this 
is leading to a big shift in wealth and 
power. What should one do in this new 
paradigm? Naturally, as a global mac-

roeconomic investor, the economic 
and market behaviors in this paradigm 
are top of mind for me. For the longer 
term as the paradigm plays out, I think 



HOW ACCELERATING  
TECH EMPOWERS YOU
The future is faster 
– and better – than 
you think. Technology 
is accelerating far 
more quickly than 
anyone could have 
imagined. This will 
create more upheaval 
– and more wealth.
B Y  P E T E R  H .  D I A M A N D I S ,  M D

NESTED S-CURVES 
(5TH COMPUTING PARADIGM)

ing, failing, and eventually creating 
breakthroughs.

There is now more “capital abun-
dance” than at any other time ever. 
Companies raised more capital in 2021 
(during a pandemic) than at any time 
in human history.

Perhaps the best example of this is 
the story of venture capital  funding, 
the traditional source of s tart-up cap-
ital that has helped to birth  household 
names from Apple and Google to 
 Amazon and Uber. In 2021, US venture 
capital firms invested an all-time high 
of US$330 billion in start-ups, equiva-
lent to over US$900 million every day 
of the year. This record sum is double 
the US$166.6 billion invested in 2020. 
Any way you slice it, this era of unprec-
edented capital abundance is massively 
accelerating innovation and funding 
crazy ideas and moonshots.

P E T E R  D I A M A N D I S ’  E S S A Y 
“ H O W  A C C E L E R A T I N G  T E C H 
E M P O W E R S  Y O U ”  W A S  F I R S T 
P U B L I S H E D  O N  D I A M A N D I S . C O M

The early computers that used 
 relays (orange) ran their course … 
and were replaced by computers using 
vacuum tubes (blue), then transistors 
(green), and ultimately by what we call 
Moore’s Law today: computers using 
integrated circuits (purple).

It’s also important to understand 
that a decade of progress between 1950 
and 1960 is not the same as a decade of 
progress, say, 50 years later, between 
2010 and 2020. Let’s discuss the three 
forces accelerating our world: saved 
time, demonetization, and capital 
abundance.

SAVED TIME
The first force is “saved time.” 
 Innovation needs time and focus: the 
ability of a researcher or an entrepre-
neur to focus their available time on 
slaying scientific challenges.  

How we spend our time has changed 
a lot in the past few  decades. Our ability 
to get almost any  question we have an-
swered instantly on  Google is perhaps 
chief among them.  Compare this to the 
days when you’d need to drive to the 
library and hope that you could find a 
published book with the information 
you need.

Add to this the saved time that 
results from instantaneous global 
communications, the ability to find 
the exact product you need and order 
it online – and then have it delivered 
the next day. And with the Covid-19 
pandemic came the acceptance of 
connecting with someone over Zoom, 
rather than spending an entire day fly-

ing from LA to New York for an hour-
long meeting.

And as this bonanza of extra hours 
(saved time) continues to pile up, 
 inventors, entrepreneurs – those 
 proverbial guys and gals working 
in the  garage – will have far more 
time to  experiment, fail, pivot, fail 
again,  pivot again, and eventually  
get it right.

THE DEMONETIZATION OF  
TECH & SERVICES
Our second force is the demonetiza-
tion of technology and services.  Today, 
the impact of every dollar spent by an 
entrepreneur is growing. This means 
you can today do much more with an 
invested dollar than you could even a 
decade ago.

Let’s take DNA sequencing as an ex-
ample, a technology demonetizing at 
a speed five times faster than Moore’s 
Law. In 2001, Craig Venter sequenced 
his single genome at a cost of $100 
million. Today, you can do it for less 
than $1,000.

Setting aside the incredible savings 
in time (nine months to sequence in 
2001 vs. hours today), the cost would 
be 100,000 times cheaper. This means 
that every dollar in genomics research 
is going 100,000 times further.

CAPITAL ABUNDANCE
Our third and final force is the 
 abundance of capital. Nothing acceler-
ates technological innovation like cash. 
Lots of cash. More cash translates into 
more people,  equipment, experiment-

We haven’t reached human-
ity’s pinnacle of  technology. 
Every time one form of tech-

nology runs out of steam, it is  replaced 
by another, more powerful technology. 
In the tech industry, this is referred to 
as “nested S-curves.”
Here’s what this looks like:

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

TRANSISTORS

VACUUM TUBES

RELAYS

ON TECHNOLOGY:

Peter H. Diamandis, MD, 61, 
is the founder of the XPRIZE 
Foundation, operator of large-
scale incentive competitions. 
He is also founder of  Singularity 
University, member of the 
Board of Trustees of FII Institute 
and co-author of the bestsell-
ing books Abundance (2012), 
Bold (2015) and The Future is 
Faster than you Think (2020).
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MOST INNOVATIVE COUNTRIES TODAY
Europe. North America. East Asia. These are today’s most 
innovative regions, according to the Global Innovation In-
dex. And they have been in that spot ever since the index 
was elaborated (2007). Only two countries have managed to 
climb into that champions league of innovation: small Israel 
and big China. Fifteen years ago, China was ranked 37th, 
way behind the Gulf countries, for example. It was seen as 
more of a copycat than an innovative powerhouse. Today, 
China is ranked 11, and even global innovation  leader in some 
industries. And the Gulf countries? They have stagnated or 
declined index-wise, and range somewhere between #31 
(UAE) and #72 (Bahrain).

MOST IMPROVEMENT IN THE LAST DECADE
Innovation is moving south. At least that’s what this map 
suggests. It shows the countries that have improved their 
result in the Global Innovation Index between 2012 and 2021. 
And from Vietnam via India, Turkey and Italy to  Mexico, 
there’s a kind of Southern Belt of catch-up  countries. They 
may not all catch up to the top ranks. India for example 
in 2021 was ranked 46th, Mexico 55th. But ten years ago, 
they had been positioned about 20 ranks lower: 64th for 
India, 79th for Mexico. An even higher jump in the rank-
ing was made by Tanzania, the only African country in this 
improvement group. It went up 38 places in one decade, 
from 128th to 90th. Still a long way to go, but at least it’s 
the right direction.
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MEASURING 
GLOBAL 
INNOVATION

 IT’S ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL INDICES TO DATE.   
Started in 2007 by the Business School INSEAD and 
today published by the World Intellectual Proper-

ty Organization, the Global Innovation Index is an annual 
ranking of countries by their capacity for, and  success in, 
innovation. With a set of multiple indicators and seven pil-
lars, it measures innovation input and output. The Global 
Innovation Index is widely recognized in the business com-
munity as a rough guide to the attractiveness of technology 
investment in the respective country. Its importance has 
tempted a number of governments to optimize their eco-
nomic policies for better index rankings.

GLOBAL INNOVATION INDEX 2021

15–20
21–30
31–40
41–50
> 50

MOST IMPROVED  
COUNTRIES 2012–2021

TOP 20 GLOBAL INNOVATION
INDEX 2022
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TOP 20 FOR HIGH-TECH EXPORTS
The 20 countries highlighted here are not necessarily the 
ones with the biggest volume of high-tech exports. They are 
the 20 countries where high-tech exports have the biggest 
share of total foreign trade. That’s the reason why even 
small countries like Singapore or UAE can be part of the  
top 20. The six leaders in this global ranking  have two things 
in common. They are focused on manufacturing, and they 
are located in East Asia - China, Malaysia, Philippines, South 
Korea, Singapore, and Vietnam. Next in the ranking are three 
countries known as locations for outsourced manufacturing: 
the Czech Republic and Hungary (for Germany) and Mexico 
(for the US).

TOP 20 FOR SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES
The 20 countries highlighted here are not necessarily the 
ones with the highest number of published scientific and 
technical articles. The rank of each country is determined 
by the relation between articles and GDP. In this ranking, 
we see a very strong position for European countries. One of 
the reasons for this advantage may be the long and strong 
European tradition of scientific publishing. Another  factor 
might be the closeness of European languages to the most 
important language for scientific publishing: English.  
Asia’s technological leaders, China (#42) and Japan (#50) 
rank far behind – the only Asian countries in the top 20  
are Iran and Israel.
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MEASURING 
TECHNOLOGY 
OUTPUT

TECHNOLOGICAL EXCELLENCE IS  GRE AT. 
But it can only be sustained when the company (and 
the society) can transform it into economic output. 

Output in the end is something people need, or people want, 
or better: both. But especially with innovative technology, 
the relationship among research, technology, and output 
can be very indirect, and the path to economic return can 
take years or even decades. So other measures are needed 
to value research and technology instead of plain revenue 
or profit data. One of those measures is shown here - the 
global ranking of patent production.

RANK PATENTS
0 - 30
31 - 60
61 - 90
91 - 120
>120

TOP 20 COUNTRIES FOR 
HIGH-TECH EXPORTS

TOP 20 COUNTRIES FOR 
SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES

NO DATA
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MOST INTERNET USERS
During the dotcom era around the year 2000, “internet” was 
a kind of magic word for future or modernity. Technically, 
connection to the internet is still the basis for most of our 
online connectivity, but the magic spell was transferred to 
“smart” words – smartphone, smart city.
If internet was still the same as modernity, the first three 
countries would have reached 100% modernity. According 
to the International Telecommunication Union, in Saudi 
Arabia, UAE, and Bahrain, 100% of inhabitants are  internet 
users. At the other extreme, just three countries are left 
where fewer than 10% of the population are internet users:  
Burundi, South Sudan and Uganda.

MOST INTERNATIONAL BANDWIDTH
Smartphones are great tools for online communication. If 
they have enough bandwidth, that is. When you’re used to 
permanent connectivity, sputtering, unreliable internet 
connections can disturb or disrupt your daily life. Not every 
country has sufficient bandwidth at its disposal. According 
to the International Telecommunication Unit (ITU), the ten 
worst-equipped African countries combined command an 
international bandwidth of about 20,000 MBit per second – 
less than 1% of the bandwidth of the best-equipped African 
country, Egypt.
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ONLINE  
AND MOBILE  
CONNECTIVITY

COMMUNICATION HAS NEVER  BEEN THAT GLOBAL. 
Connectivity is no longer a privilege for some 
 cosmopolitan elites. It’s a basic service. Even in 

the most remote areas of the lowest-income countries, 
there is (or can be) internet, smartphone, Amazon or 
 Alibaba. Today, there are just ten countries left with few-
er than ten smartphone subscriptions per 100 citizens. 
And 100% is no way the limit. In more than 50 countries, 
there are already more smartphone subcriptions than 
inhabitants. No, we haven’t built one global village for  
8 billion inhabitants. It went the other way: We have built 8 
billion global villages, one for each person on earth. 

SMARTPHONE SUBSCRIPTIONS
per 100 inhabitants

0–10
11–40
41–70
71–100
> 100

COUNTRIES WITH > 90% 
INTERNET USERS

COUNTRIES WITH HIGHEST 
INTERNATIONAL BANDWIDTH

NO DATA

S O U R C E :  I T U ,  L A T E S T  A V A I L A B L E 
D A T A  ( M O S T L Y  2 0 2 0 )

SPOTLIGHT
DIGITAL MAGIC AIR
With 5G connectivity the air 
around us becomes magic – and 
our individual digital sphere will 
surround us continuously. And 5G 
technology even has the po-
tential to be more than a data 
playground for the global elites. 
With a little help from space 
technology it can bridge the 
digital divide and create a level 
online playing field for humanity.

MARCH 2022
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TECHNOLOGICAL HOTSPOTS IN HISTORY
Technological innovations are not a modern invention. 
From the taming of fire via the invention of  agriculture, of 
money, of weapons, of steam engines, of digital  devices to 
genetic engineering, humanity has a continuous  history of 
improving, inventing, spreading technology. The  locations 
have changed, though. The first giant steps for mankind were 
made not on the moon, but in Africa, where homo  sapiens 
set out on its global  adventure. From there, the torch of 
innovation went to the fertile crescent in  today’s Middle 
East, to Egypt, to China, to India, with every  civilization 
adding new technologies to humanity’s portfolio. Just a 
few centuries ago, the hotspot moved to Europe and North 
America. It won’t stay there forever.

TECHNOLOGICAL HOTSPOTS IN COUNTRIES
In some countries, the location for technological leader-
ship is obvious: it must be the capital. Take France (Paris), 
take the UK (London), take Japan (Tokyo), take South Korea 
(Seoul) - they are each the most important technological 
hotspot in their country. But with surprisingly high frequen-
cy, the most important national tech location (as shown 
here) is NOT the capital. In China, it’s not Beijing (but Shen-
zhen/Hongkong), in the US, it’s neither Washington nor 
New York (but Silicon Valley). In Germany, it’s not Berlin; in 
Italy, it’s not Rome; in Turkey, it’s not Ankara. There seems 
to be a pattern, that hotbeds of creativity are not where the 
power is, but where the action is.
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HUMANITY’S 
HOTSPOTS OF 
TECHNOLOGY

INVENTORS ARE OFTEN SEEN AS LONESOME COWBOYS, 
creating against all odds and mainstreaming great 
new technologies. On a personal level, this may 

be the case from time to time, but on a systemic level, new 
technologies arise from supportive, competitive, inspiring 
environments. Cool kids need hotspots to thrive.

Here we see the 100 hottest clusters of technology today, 
as evaluated by the Global Innovation Index 2021. It gets a bit 
crowded in Europe, the US and East Asia, as that’s where the 
action is today. The (almost) blank spots are in the South, 
with just one hotspot in Latin America (Sao Paulo), and 
none at all in Africa.

HOTSPOTS OF TECHNOLOGY

(ACCORDING TO THE 
RANKING OF GLOBAL 
INNOVATION INDEX 2021) 

THE BIGGEST CLUSTERS 
IN THE TOP 50 OF 
EACH COUNTRY

HISTORICAL HOTSPOTS 
OF TECHNOLOGY
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SCIENTIFIC EXCELLENCE 
For scientists, nothing beats a Nobel Prize. it’s the most 
valuable award you can get, and not just because there’s 
about a million dollars attached. It’s a kind of homage from 
humanity – and for eternity. After 120 years of Nobel Prize 
history, there are enough laureates for a global statistic. 
Citizens of each of the highlighted countries have won more 
than ten Nobel Prizes. That means it’s not just a prize for a 
uniquely gifted individual, but the country may have done 
something right too. As the Nobel Prize Committee is located 
in Sweden, there may be a bias towards European scientists, 
but it’s nevertheless a continent that has a traditional and 
still broad scientific excellence.

SCIENTIFIC DENSITY
The best recipe to get scientific excellence at the top is to have 
a broad, highly qualified and motivated base.  Sometimes it’s 
just pure coincidence that leads from scientific routine to 
technological breakthrough - but the more opportunities 
you allow, the higher the chance that someone, somehow 
will succeed. The 15 countries highlighted here register more 
than 5,000 active researchers per 1 million inhabitants.  
Eleven of them are in Europe, three in Asia, one (New Zea-
land) in Oceania. None from Africa, which is not surprising, 
but also none from the Americas. The US missed the cut with 
only 4,800 researchers per million persons.
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THE VALUE   
OF HUMAN 
CAPITAL

THERE MAY COME THE DAYS  OF THE SINGULARITY, 
when artificial intelligences will be savvy enough 
to invent and innovate for themselves, and 

 humanity gets sidelined by its new digital masters. But for 
now,  innovations need at least the participation of human  
beings – so human capital is a necessary ingredient for 
 technological progress. The World Bank currently computes 
a Human Capital Index for 173 countries. The top performers 
come from Asia (five countries in the Top 10), Europe (four) 
and North America (one). The US is not the American leader. 
That’s Canada (global rank #3). The US is at number 36.

HUMAN CAPITAL INDEX
< 0,45
0,45 - 0.55
0.56 - 0.65
0.66 - 0.75
> 0.75

S O U R C E S :  R E S E A R C H E R  D A T A  O E C D  ( L A T E S T  D A T A  ( M O S T L Y 
2 0 2 0 ) ,  H U M A N  C A P I T A L  I N D E X  W O R L D  B A N K ,  D A T A  F O R  2 0 2 0

COUNTRIES WITH MORE THAN 
10 NOBEL PRIZE LAUREATES

COUNTRIES WITH MORE 
THAN 5,000 RESEARCHERS 
PER MILLION INHABITANTS

NO DATA
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BASIC SOFTWARE ARITHMETIC
Math teachers everywhere in the world complain that 
more and more children are neither willing nor able to 
learn the basic skills of arithmetic or calculus.  Maybe 
 because we don’t need it anymore – software is now 
 doing the math job. Especially one app: Excel.  Microsoft 
 calculation  software is indeed a powerful tool for all 
kinds of  mathematical operations. But to use that tool,  
you should at least know what you are doing there. That’s 
what the Global  Education Monitor wanted to know: Are  
you capable of placing a  mathematical formula into an Excel 
sheet? In six countries, more than 50% of the population 
answered yes. All are in Europe. The first non- European 
country in this ICT skill ranking? Saudi Arabia, with 47% 
of yes answers.
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BASIC PROGRAMMING SKILLS
Writing a computer program? That’s way more demandig 
than doing copy and paste in Word. And indeed, only in 12 
countries are there more than 10% of the population that 
claim to be able to code. Once again, countries from Europe 
and the Middle East can be found at the top. And the hotspot 
of information and communication techn0logy, the US? 
The Global Education Monitor contains data on ICT skills 
for more than a hundred countries, but not for the United 
States or Canada. 
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BASIC   
IC TECHNICAL 
SKILLS

THERE’S NO SUCH THING AS A BASIC ICT SKILL. 
At least not in the way basic skills are defined at 
school. Reading and writing a language, that’s as 

clear and invariable as the basic rules of arithmetic. But in 
the world of information and communication technology, 
it’s different. The languages we use change continuously 
(BASIC anyone? Cobol?), as does the hardware and software 
we use. So if we try to measure ICT skills, chances are high 
that the tools and questions we use today will be complete-
ly different in a few years. Like the one used by the Global 
Education Monitor shown in this map: How many people 
are able to copy and paste in Microsoft Word?

ICT SKILLS
Ability to work with Word:, Adults who 
can copy and paste (in percent)

0 - 20
21 - 40
41 - 60
61 - 80
81 - 100

COUNTRIES WHERE >10 % 
OF ADULTS  CAN WRITE A 
COMPUTER PROGRAM

COUNTRIES WHERE >40% OF 
ADULTS  CAN PUT A FORMULA 
INTO AN EXCEL SHEET

NO DATA

S O U R C E :  G L O B A L  E D U C A T I O N 
M O N I T O R I N G  R E P O R T  2 0 2 1 / 2 2

IMPACT REPORT
DIGITAL TWIN TECHNOLOGY
A digital twin is the virtual version 
of something that happens or 
exists in physical space. It op-
erates in the same way as their 
physical relative, and in real time, 
coded as a virtual model. With the 
rise of the Metaverse, the con-
cept of the digital twin has now 
moved out of industry and into 
everyday life, as we start to see 
digital twins of ourselves likely 
to live, work, and play within it.

JUNE 2022
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CAPITALISM AND 
SUSTAINABILITY
Every company and every industry will be 
transformed by the transition to a net-zero world.
The question is: Will you lead or be led? 

B Y  L A R R Y  F I N K

TRANSITION RESULTS IN NET ECONOMIC GAIN
Estimated cumulative GDP impact of transition to net-zero, 2020-40
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ON SUSTAINABILITY

�

MOST STAKEHOLDERS – 
FROM shareholders to em-
ployees, to customers, to 

communities and regulators – now 
expect companies to play a role in  
decarbonizing the global  economy. 
Few things will impact capital 
 allocation decisions – and thereby 
the long-term value of your  company 
– more than how effectively you 
 navigate the global energy transition 
in the years ahead.

It’s been two years since I wrote 
that climate risk is investment risk. 
And in that short period, we have seen 
a tectonic shift of capital. Sustainable 
investments have now reached US$4 
trillion. Actions and ambitions towards 
decarbonization have also increased. 
This is just the beginning – the tec-
tonic shift towards  sustainable invest-

innovators – startups that help the 
world decarbonize and make the en-
ergy transition affordable for all con-
sumers. We need to be honest about the 
fact that green products often come at 
a higher cost today. Bringing down this 
green premium will be essential for an  
orderly and just transition. With the 
 unprecedented amount of capital look-
ing for new ideas, incumbents need to 
be clear about their pathway to suc-
ceeding in a net-zero economy. And 
it’s not just startups that can and will 
disrupt industries. Bold incumbents 
can and must do it too. Indeed, many 
incumbents have an advantage in cap-
ital, market knowledge, and technical 
expertise on the global scale required 
for the disruption ahead.

Our question for these companies 
is, what are you doing to disrupt your 

business? How are you preparing for 
and participating in the net-zero tran-
sition? As your industry gets trans-
formed by the energy transition, will 
you go the way of the dodo, or will you 
be a phoenix?

We focus on sustainability not 
 because we’re environmentalists, but 
because we are capitalists and fidu-
ciaries to our clients. That  requires 
an understanding how  companies 
are  adjusting their businesses for the 
 massive changes the economy is under- 
going. As part of that focus, we are 
 asking companies to set short-, 
 medium-, and long-term targets for 
greenhouse gas reductions. These 
 targets, and the quality of plans to 
meet them, are critical to the long-
term  economic interests of your share-
holders. It’s also why we ask 

ing is still accelerating. Whether it is 
capital being deployed into new ven-
tures focused on energy innovation, or 
capital transferring from  traditional 
indexes into more customized port-
folios and products, we will see more 
money in motion.

Every company and every industry 
will be transformed by the transition 
to a net-zero world. The question is, 
will you lead, or will you be led?

In a few short years, we have all 
watched innovators reimagine the auto 
industry. And today, every carmaker is 
racing toward an electric future. The 
auto industry, however, is merely on 
the leading edge – every sector will 
be transformed by new, sustainable 
technology.

Engineers and scientists are 
 working around the clock on how 

to decarbonize cement, steel, and 
 plastics; shipping, trucking, and avi-
ation; agriculture, energy, and con-
struction. I believe the decarbonizing 
of the global economy is going to cre-
ate the greatest investment opportu-
nity of our lifetime. It will also leave 
behind the companies that don’t adapt, 
regardless of what industry they are in. 
And just as some companies risk being 
left behind, so do cities and countries 
that don’t plan for the future. They 
risk losing jobs, even as other plac-
es gain them. The decarbonization of 
the economy will be accompanied by 
enormous job creation for those that 
engage in the necessary long-term 
planning.

The next thousand unicorns won’t 
be search engines or social media com-
panies, they’ll be sustainable, scalable 
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We focus on sustainability 
not  because we’re 
environmentalists, but 
because we are capitalists 
and fiduciaries to our clients. 
LARRY FINK

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Blackrock

It was the partnership between gov-
ernment and the private sector that led 
to the development of Covid-19 vac-
cines in record time. When we harness 
the power of both public and private 
sectors, we can achieve truly incredible 
things. This is what we must do to get 
to net zero.

T H I S  E S S A Y  I S  A N  E X C E R P T  F R O M 
L A R R Y  F I N K ’ S  2 0 2 2  L E T T E R  T O  C E O S

you to issue  reports con-
sistent with the Task Force on 

 Climate-related Financial Disclosures: 
because we believe these are essential 
tools for understanding a company’s 
ability to adapt for the future.

The transition to net zero is 
 already uneven, with different parts 
of the global economy moving at 
different speeds. It will not happen 
overnight. We need to pass through 
shades of brown to shades of green. 
For    example, to ensure continuity of 
affordable energy supplies during the 
transition, traditional fossil fuels like 
natural gas will play an important role 
both for power generation and  heating 
in certain regions, as well as for the 
production of hydrogen.

The pace of change will be very dif-
ferent in developing and developed 
countries. But all markets will require 
unprecedented investment in decar-
bonization technology. We need trans-
formative discoveries on a level with 
the electric light bulb, and we need to 
foster investment in them so they are 
scalable and affordable.

As we pursue these ambitious goals 
– which will take time – governments 
and companies must ensure that peo-
ple continue to have access to reliable 
and affordable energy. This is the only 
way to create a green economy that is 
fair and just and avoid societal discord. 
Any plan that focuses solely on limit-
ing supply and fails to address demand 
for hydrocarbons will drive up energy  

prices for those who can least afford it, 
resulting in greater polarization around 
climate change and eroding progress.

Divesting from entire sectors – or 
simply passing carbon-intensive assets 
from public markets to  private ones – 
will not get the world to net zero. And 
BlackRock does not pursue divestment 
from oil and gas companies as a poli-
cy. We do have clients who choose to 
divest their assets, while others reject 
that approach. Foresighted companies 
across a wide range of carbon-intensive 
sectors are transforming their busi-
nesses, and their actions are a critical 
part of  decarbonization. We believe the 
 companies leading the transition present 
a vital investment opportunity for our 
clients, and driving capital towards these 

phoenixes will be essential to achiev-
ing a net-zero world.

A CATALYST FOR CHANGE
Capitalism has the power to shape 
 society and be a catalyst for change. 
But businesses can’t do it alone, and 
cannot be the climate police. That will 
not be a good outcome for society.  
We need governments to provide 
clear pathways and a  consistent  
 taxonomy for  sustainability policy, 
regulation, and disclosure across 
markets. They must also support 
communities  affected by the tran-
sition, help catalyze capital for 
emerging markets, and invest in the 
innovation that will be essential to 
decarbonization.

Larry Fink, 69, is Chairman and Chief 
Executive Officer of BlackRock. He and 
seven partners founded BlackRock 
in 1988, and under his leadership, the 
firm has grown into a global lead-
er in investment and technology 
solutions. BlackRock’s mission is to 
help its clients build better financial 
futures and the firm is trusted to 
manage more money than any other 
investment company in the world.
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THE DIRTY DOZEN (TODAY) 
These 12 countries are often seen (and insulted) as the main 
culprits for climate change and overexploitation of natural 
resources. They are the ones that produce the highest CO2 
emissions per capita (data for 2020). All of them are main 
producers of fossil fuels and/or other mineral resources. 
Sure, the only one of this dirty dozen that is also a huge 
consumer of fossil fuels is the US, and oil-producing coun-
tries are not only attacked for extracting too much carbon 
(by climate activists), but also for extracting too little (by 
oil-importing countries). But in the end, reducing the global 
carbon footprint will also need a massive reduction in the 
extraction of mineral resources.

THE DIRTY DOZEN (HISTORICALLY)
These 12 countries are not usually seen as the dirtiest ones.  
Measured in current CO2 emissions per capita, Germany 
for example is ranked 29th, and India is placed at 109th.  
But they belong to the group of countries that have put the 
biggest carbon burden on the environment and humanity. 
This almost eternal ranking adds all CO2 emissions since 
1800. The world champion in this discipline, and by a long 
way, is the United States. With more than 400 trillion tons 
of CO2, it has emitted more greenhouse gases than the next 
two in the ranking, China and Russia, combined. While 
 Germany, the UK, or Poland have earned their dirty dozen 
rank from a century of carbon-rich industrial revolution, 
India or China have entered the ranking due to the sheer 
size of their populations.
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S O U R C E :  O U R  W O R L D  I N  D A T A

NET ZERO  
AND CARBON 
FOOTPRINTS

SPOTLIGHT
CIRCULAR CARBON
Race is on to find solutions to 
slow down global warming! One 
of them: removing carbon from 
the air. Numerous methods have 
been identified, both natural 
and technological, for extracting 
carbon dioxide from the atmos-
phere. Experts are urgently in-
vestigating their viability, relative 
costs and potential trade-offs, 
synergies and downsides..

JULY 2022

WHICH COUNTRY IS CLOSEST TO NET-ZERO  CARBON?  
No, not the green Germans (7,690 kg CO2  emissions 
per capita), and not Norway with its  ultra-high Te-

sla density (7,620 kg). It’s the Democratic Republic of Con-
go, with only 28 kg CO2 emissions per person per year. The 
reason, of course, is not the highly sophisticated  C ongolese 
energy policy, but the absolute poverty of most of its inhab-
itants. That’s not exactly how environmentalists envision 
a net-zero world. Reducing the carbon footprint a bit can 
be done through  saving. Reducing it a lot or eliminating it 
completely can only be achieved with the help of innovative 
technologies.

COUNTRIES AND THEIR CO2  EMISSIONS 
Per capita in tons (in 2020)

0–3
3–7
7–10
10–14
> 14

COUNTRIES WITH THE 
HIGHEST CO2 EMISSIONS 
PER CAPITA TODAY

COUNTRIES WITH THE 
HIGHEST CUMULATIVE CO2 
EMISSIONS (SINCE 1800)

NO DATA
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HIGH EXHAUSTION: OVERUSED BIOCAPACITY
Saudi Arabia has more than half the area of the  European 
 Union, but less than one-tenth of its population. Still, meas-
ured in biocapacity terms, the country  overexploits its re-
sources much more. Saudi Arabia’s resource use is more 
than ten times higher than its biocapacity. Saudi Arabia 
shares this characteristic with most countries in the region. 
The main reasons are the arid climate and the widespread 
deserts. Additional resources are imported (like foodstuffs) 
or produced with lots of energy and advanced technology 
(like water from desalination). By the way, it may seem that 
overuse of biocapacity only happens in the Middle East, but 
it’s also a feature of city states (like Singapore) or islands 
(like Barbados).

HIGH POTENTIALS: UNDERUSED BIOCAPACITY
How does a country get a high biocapacity per person? With 
a) fertile soil, b) diverse ecosystems, and c) not too many 
people. The countries highlighted here share these  qualities. 
In addition, they make thrifty use of their  resources. Their 
citizens consume less than 50% of the country’s biocapacity. 
Three countries stand out, though – the only ones where 
less than 10% of the  biocapacity is used by the population. 
And they all are neighbors in the north of South America: 
French Guyana, Suriname, Guyana. So if there’s one real-
ly underpopulated region on earth, it’s the three-country 
region between Venezuela and Brazil.
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sources much more. Saudi Arabia’s resource use is more 
than ten times higher than its biocapacity. Saudi Arabia 
shares this characteristic with most countries in the region. 
The main reasons are the arid climate and the widespread 
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S O U R C E :  G L O B A L  F O O T P R I N T  N E T W O R K

BIOCAPACITY
in global hectares/person

0.06–0.5
0.5–1.0
1.0–2.0
2.0–10
10–100

COUNTRIES CONSUMING  
<50% OF THEIR BIOCAPACITY

COUNTRIES CONSUMING 
>10 TIMES MORE THAN 
THEIR BIOCAPACITY

BIOCAPACITY  
AND RESOURCE 
CONSUMPTION

IF YOU DON’T CONSUME MORE THAN YOU CAN AFFORD, 
your balance sheet will be sound, and your life 
should be calm. The Global Footprint  Network uses 

a similar approach for countries. It’s called  “biocapacity” 
– how many (standardized) hectares of productive land are 
available per inhabitant? 

On the other side of the balance, the Footprint Network 
estimates the resource consumption per person, measured 
in the same standardized hectares. The relation between 
capacity and consumption shows an environmental balance 
for each country. As humanity, we live beyond our means, 
but some regions are better off than others.  
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY LOSERS 
About 150 countries managed to increase their energy effi-
ciency between 2000 and 2019 - but 40 didn’t. Highlighted 
here are the countries that increased their  energy consump-
tion per US dollar of GDP by more than one megajoule. A lot 
of them are fossil fuel exporters, like Brunei, Oman, Alge-
ria, or Equatorial Guinea. As they are heavily dependent on 
energy prices, this efficiency loss may be more a statistical 
effect due to energy price volatility.  Statistical effects may 
also be the reason for the seemingly bad results of African 
countries like Zimbabwe, Gabon, or Liberia - they can be 
explained by the poor reliability of their statistical data.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY WINNERS 
Usually, economic efficiency grows slowly. A bit of better 
technology here, a bit of cost reduction there. So it seems 
surprising that about 20 countries have more than doubled 
their energy efficiency since the turn of the century. But 
that’s exactly what has happened. Half of these countries 
were part of the communist bloc until the early 1990s, and 
communist economy was more focused on high output than 
on high efficiency. After its collapse, the focus changed and 
energy efficiency vastly grew. Doubling energy e  fficiency in 
two decades would be great progress for a world  fighting 
climate change. But will it be possible without a prior col-
lapse of the old business model?
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S O U R C E S :  O U R  W O R L D  I N  D A T A

MORE BUCK 
FOR THE  
ENERGY BANG

MARKETS ARE OFTEN SEEN AS EFFICIENCY 
 MACHINES. Competition and transparent infor-
mation force the seller to produce and distribute 

as cost- efficiently as possible. We can all think of counter- 
examples, but the efficiency approach succeeds more  often 
than fails. The higher the energy prices, the higher should 
be the energy efficiency of production and  distribution. And 
indeed, the amount of primary energy needed to produce 
one unit of GDP has been steadily decreasing for decades. 
The countries with the most GDP buck for the same  energy 
bang are focused on service industries: city states like Hong 
Kong and tax havens like the Cayman Islands.

ENERGY INTENSITY OF 
PRIMARY ENERGY
Megajoules per constant 2017 
purchasing power parity GDP

Energy efficiency data for 2019
0–2.5
2.5–5
5–7.5
7.5–10
> 10

WORST PERFORMANCE 2000–
2019 ( > 1 MEGAJOULE MORE 
PER UNIT GDP THAN IN 2000)

BEST PERFORMANCE 2000–
2019 ( ENERGY  EFFICIENCY 
MORE THAN DOUBLED)

NO DATA
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WHERE  SOLAR POWER HAS THE BIGGEST MARKET
So how big is solar power production in those Saharan coun-
tries that could suppy the whole world with solar power? All 
combined, from Morocco via Chad to Egypt, add up to about 
15 petajoules of solar energy per year. That’s less than 0.01% 
of global energy consumption – and it’s less than the solar 
power production of Canada. Wait, Canada? Unfortunately, 
yes. A country where the most energy is needed in winter, 
when there’s almost no sunshine. The same is true for Ger-
many. It’s the country with the world’s fifth-highest solar 
power production, but these capacities can’t alleviate the 
tough energy crises in Germany’s unsunny winters.

WHERE SOLAR POWER HAS THE MOST POTENTIAL 
The more sunshine, the more solar power? Almost right. 
The photovoltaic potential of a location is not only defined 
by the hours of sunshine, but also by its altitude and slope. 
South-facing hillsides have a higher potential than low-
land plains with the same number of sunshine hours. (In 
the Southern hemisphere, the hillside should obviously be 
north-facing). The regions with the highest photovoltaic 
potential (measured in kWh per kW capacity) are located 
in the highlighted countries. If humanity were to follow a 
unified, impact-focused solar energy strategy, these regions 
should be the ones with the highest solar power production. 
As we can see, they aren’t.
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by the hours of sunshine, but also by its altitude and slope. 
South-facing hillsides have a higher potential than low-
land plains with the same number of sunshine hours. (In 
the Southern hemisphere, the hillside should obviously be 
north-facing). The regions with the highest photovoltaic 
potential (measured in kWh per kW capacity) are located 
in the highlighted countries. If humanity were to follow a 
unified, impact-focused solar energy strategy, these regions 
should be the ones with the highest solar power production. 
As we can see, they aren’t.

S O U R C E :  I E A ,  U N S D

UNLEASHING  
THE POWER  
OF THE SUN

SOLAR POWER MUST BE THE ENERGY OF THE FUTURE. 
And it will be. The solar radiation reaching just 
a tiny fraction of the Sahara desert would be 

 sufficient to produce all the electrical power consumed by 
the whole of humanity. And while fossil reserves could be 
depleted within decades or a century, the sun will be shin-
ing for billions of years to come. But to make solar energy 
production as efficient and sustainable as possible, it should 
be focused on the the regions with the highest  radiation. It 
doesn’t make really sense to produce  solar power in polar 
regions that need the most energy for  heating in winter - 
when the sun doesn’t even rise.

PHOTOVOLTAIC POTENTIAL
in kWh/kWp

600–900
901–1300
1301–1700
1701–2000
> 2000

COUNTRIES WITH THE 
HIGHEST SUN INTENSITY

COUNTRIES WITH  
>10 PETAJOULES SOLAR 
 ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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WHAT IF ALL THE ICE MELTED?
Climate change means higher global temperatures. Higher 
temperatures mean melting glaciers. And melting glaciers 
mean risng sea levels. Water that was previously kept as 
ice above surface level flows into rivers and oceans, and 
the surface rises. The highlighted regions show how far 
the sea level would rise if all the ice melted. It would be 66 
meters, and would swipe away the homes of billions of peo-
ple, some of the biggest cities in the world, and even a few 
whole countries. The probable sea-level rise in the coming 
decades will be far less than that theoretical maximum – 
the whole of the Antarctic won’t melt that fast. But even a 
one-meter sea-level rise would have severe consequences 
for millions of people.

WHERE DO CLIMATE REFUGEES GO?
One degree of global temperature rise equals one billion 
climate migrants until 2100. That’s the guesstimate of US 
futurist Parag Khanna. He has also given an estimate for 
the directions of these migration flows, as highlighted here. 
Khanna’s main takeaways: Climate migration will be mostly 
regional – from India or China to Siberia, from the US to 
Canada, from the Sahel to Zambia. And it needn’t be cat-
astrophic waves of climate refugees: Humans have always 
migrated to where they hope to find a better place to live, and 
they will continue to do so - if man-made frontiers allow it.
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S O U R C E S :  N A S A ,  N A T I O N A L 
G E O G R A P H I C ,  P A R A G  K H A N N A

CLIMATE 
CHANGE AND 
MIGRATION

TEMPERATURE CHANGE IN 
THE LAST 50 YEARS
2011 - 2021 average vs. 
1956 - 1976 base line

+0.2 - +0.5 °C
+ 1.0 - + 2.0 °C
+ 2.0 - + 4.0 °C
> +4.0 °C

MAIN FLOWS OF  
CLIMATE MIGRATION 

SEA LEVEL RISE WITH 
ALL ICE MELTED (66M)

GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGES. AND CHANGES FAST. 
We’re already far beyond the questions of  whether 
cimate change is happening (oh yes, as  global 

temperature data for the last decades show), whether it is 
man-made (well, what else?), and how we made it happen 
(mostly by burning fossil fuels). The questions we have to 
answer right now are: How fast does the climate change? 
And where does it end? The transition to a world of net-zero 
carbon emissions is already under way, and it will proba-
bly be achieved somewhen in the 21st century. The earlier 
humanity manages to reduce its carbon  footprint, the less 
severe the consequences will be.
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ADDRESSING THE POLLUTERS
To reduce ocean plastic waste, the most complicated way is 
to fish it out of the ocean: Even in the so-called  “Garbage 
patches,” huge gyres in the middle of the oceans, the waste 
is highly scattered. Any way of removing it from the water 
will also remove marine flora and fauna located at the same 
spot. The more efficient solution would be to remove plastic 
waste before it is washed into the ocean. And to get there, you 
have to go to Southeast Asia: The five highlighted countries 
“produce” more than two-thirds of global ocean plastic 
waste. The main culprit is the Philippines, with a whopping 
“market share” of 40%.

ADDRESSING THE PRODUCERS
To reduce ocean plastic waste and the overall plastic 
 influence on the environment, it’s best to make and use 
less of it. Producing stuff with an almost endless span of 
life (technically speaking) just to transport groceries from 
the shop to the car may be convenient, but can’t be the most 
efficient use of our scarce resources. If we search for the 
main culprits of single-use plastic production, we find them 
at the hotspots of manufacturing: the US,   Europe, East Asia. 
Of the 20 biggest producers of single-use plastic, ten come 
from China (5), Taiwan (2), Thailand (2) and Malaysia (1). 
The only continent without any of those plastic mass pro-
ducers is, once again, Africa.
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THE OCEANS 
AND OUR 
PLASTIC WASTE

OCEAN PLASTIC WASTERS
in tonnes per year

0 / NO DATA
> 10
10 - 100
100 - 500
500 - 1,000
1,000 - 10,000
> 10,000

HEADQUARTER OF  
CONTRIBUTOR TO  
SINGLE-USE PLASTIC-WASTE

TOP 5 POLLUTING COUNTRIES

S O U R C E :  O U R  W O R L D  I N  D A T A ,  M I N D E R O O . O R G

FROM STONE AGE TO IRON AGE TO PLASTIC AGE. 
The 20th century saw the breakthrough of  plastic 
for everyday and everywhere use. Cheap to  produce, 

easy to process, and fast to dump: plastic is a global symbol 
for mass production and consumption. But increasingly 
plastic is also a poster  product for the overexploitation of 
natural resources and human  carelessness about the impact 
of our lifestyle on the environment. Of the more than 100 
million tons of single-use plastic waste every year, more 
than one million tons ends up in the oceans, harming and 
killing marine life. And, via the food chain, ocean plastic 
waste also endangers human health.
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MARINE PROTECTED AREAS
The number seems huge: 27 million square kilometers of 
the ocean surface are protected areas that fall under some 
kind of conservation designation. That’s more than the land 
area of Russia and Canada combined – but it’s less than 
10% of the global oceans. And about half of these areas are 
covered by regulations too lax to really conserve marine 
life. Restrictions in these zones don’t usually apply to travel 
and tourism, but limit fishing and the extraction of mineral 
resources. The United Nations has set a 10% goal for effec-
tive protection zones by 2030. That’s not easy to reach, but 
is still doable.  

CORAL REEFS AT RISK
There may be some coral reefs left that are not in acute 
danger of getting severely damaged or even destroyed - 
namely the cold-water reefs of the northern hemisphere. 
But the huge majority of the precious and vulnerable reef 
ecosystems are facing existential risks right now. For three 
reasons: overuse, sea level, and temperature rise. All three 
have the same culprit: mankind. Maybe, when the sea level 
rises, corals can go with the flow. And when ocean waters 
get warmer, the species may find new locations to thrive. But 
the faster the conditions of an ecosystem change, the more 
likely it is that the destruction of the old by far  outpaces the 
creation of the new. In nature,  adaptation needs time – much 
more time than our  intrusions allow.
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S O U R C E S :  M A R I N E  C O N S E R V A T I O N 
I N S T I T U T E ,  U N E P / G R I D A R E N D A L , 
R I C H A R D  P R I M A C K

MARINE LIFE 
UNKNOWN AND 
ENDANGERED 

OCEANS AT RISK
EXISTING CORAL REEFS

ENDANGERED CORAL REEFS

MARINE PROTECTED AREAS

WE KNOW EVERYTHING ABOUT 30% OF THE EARTH:  
the solid part of the surface. But we know next to 
nothing about the liquid 70 percent: the ocean, its 

stocks and flows, its threats and treasures. Yes, we drill for 
oil and dive for wrecks in the shallow waters of the coastal 
shelves, but that’s just the proverbial tip of the  iceberg. Un-
fortunately, being out of humanity’s focus doesn’t mean that 
marine life is out of danger.  Overfishing and the dumping of 
toxic waste have badly hurt the  complex ecosystems of the 
seas. Now global warming will be the next disruptive event 
for complex biological systems we do not even know – let 
alone understand.  
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OUTSTANDING SDG PERFORMANCE
Compared with the first SDG Index publication for the year 
2017, 127 countries have improved their SDG Index result 
– just how it was meant to be when the SDGs were set up in 
2015. Here we have highlighted the 20 countries with the 
best relative performance in these five years. Ten of them 
have risen from the bottom. They had been among the 15 
worst performers in 2017 and have significantly improved. 
The best result was achieved by Gambia – from an index 
below 50 in 2017 to one above 60 five years later.
The other top improvements tell the sustainable growth 
story of emerging markets. While economic growth was 
mainly focused on the Asian tigers, in terms of SDG some 
South American pumas also fly high – like Chile or Peru.

NEGATIVE SDG PERFORMANCE
Compared with the first SDG Index publication for the year 
2017, 27 countries have achieved a worse overall SDG Index 
result. That’s not how the SDGs were meant to be – over time 
a country should get closer to achieving the goals. So what 
has happened here? Some cases are easy to explain. Countries 
like Syria, Sudan or Venezuela are stuck in social turmoil or 
even civil war, so why should they care about sustainable 
development? But the loser list also contains some countries 
that are poster children for sustainability – such as Norway, 
Sweden or Switzerland. Their loss is not drastic: all three 
are still in the Global Top Ten of the SDG Index. But they 
all have some rather weak spots when it comes to the most 
challenging SDGs for high-income countries: Responsible 
Consumption and Climate Action. 
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IMPACT REPORT
FAIR SHARES
Inclusion means not just 
talking about emerging 
markets, but listening to 
them. In this publication, we 
feature voices of investment 
practitioners from Africa, In-
dia and China, whose views 
concerning the gaps and 
biases in ESG reporting and 
standards are paramount 
but are seldom truly heard.

OCTOBER 2021

MEASURING  
SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT

THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS WERE  
set up in 2015 by the United Nations and should be 
achieved by 2030. The 17 interlinked  global goals 

cover areas of ecology and economy, of health,  education 
and culture. While the 17 SDGs themselves are just words, 
there are many specific targets linked to each of these goals 
and some indicators for each target that are used to measure 
the progress toward reaching them. Progress as a whole is 
tracked by the Sustainable Development  Solution Network, 
a nonprofit institution founded by the UN. Since 2017, it has 
been publishing SDG indices for each goal and each country. 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
SDG Index 2022

< 50
50–60
60–70
70–80
> 80

COUNTRIES WITH  
NEGATIVE DEVELOPMENT

20 MOST IMPROVED 
COUNTRIES
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WHY DO 
CHILDREN DIE? 
THE TOUGHEST 
QUESTION I’VE EVER 
HAD TO ANSWER
B Y  B I L L  G A T E S

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO,  
I came across a question that 
I have thought about literally 

every day since: Why do children die?
Before I tell you what drew me to 

this mystery, I want to acknowledge 
that child mortality is not an easy sub-
ject to talk about. As a parent, I can’t 
imagine what it would be like to lose 
a child. It is shocking even to see the 
words “children” and “die” used in the 
same sentence.

But I think “why do children die?” 
is one of the most important questions 
ever. It is hard to think of a measure of 
how a society is doing that reveals more 
than whether it is protecting its chil-

dren, and especially its most vulnerable 
children. And the better we understand 
why children die, the more we can do 
to save them.

The very good news is that the world 
has made phenomenal progress in 
this area over recent decades. Since 
1990, the number of children who die 
every year has fallen by more than 
half! If progress on child  mortality 
is a good measure of the state of the 
world, then – despite the huge glob-
al  setbacks of the past few years, 
 including COVID-19 – the state of 
the world has dramatically improved. 
And based on what I know about 
 innovations that are still to come, 

we can look forward to even more  
progress in the years ahead.

My introduction to the subject 
came 25 years ago, when I read a New 
York Times article about the health 
 problems caused by unsafe drinking 
water in low- and middle-income 
countries. I was shocked to learn that 
every year, 3.1 million people – nearly 
all of them children – died of  diarrhea, 
often because they had drunk contam-
inated water. Diarrhea kills 3.1 million 
children?, I thought. That can’t be true, 
can it? But it was.

I had to know more. What oth-
er major inequities did I not know 
about? I read everything about global 

health that I could find, and I spoke to 
as many experts as I could. I learned 
that researchers define child mortal-
ity as the death of anyone under the 
age of 5. They use that age because the 
first five years are the riskiest time of 
childhood, when kids are the most 
vulnerable.

Learning about the history of 
child mortality helped me put the 
statistics in context. In 1950, some 
20 million children died. In 1990, it  
was down to 12 million children, even 
though more babies were being born. 
By 2000, the number had dropped to 
fewer than 10 million. By 2019, it was 
below 5 million. Virtually all these 

DRAMATIC DROP  IN DEATHS OF CHILDREN UNDER 5 YEARS
Child mortality dropped by more than half in less than 30 years.
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deaths occur in low- and middle- 
income countries.

So the next question was, why were 
so many children dying?

Around 18 percent of the deaths 
were caused by non-communicable 
conditions, such as cancer and cardi-
ovascular problems. The large major-
ity – 82 percent – of the deaths were 
caused by communicable diseases, 
such as diarrhea and malaria, and 
health problems that their mothers 
experienced – exacerbated by risk 
factors including malnutrition. (This 
18:82 ratio still holds true today.)

On the one hand, this was heart-
breaking. The worst killers were all 

ON HEALTHCARE

�
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things that people in rich  countries 
considered just an unpleasant  
episode (such as diarrhea) or never 
experienced at all anymore (such as 
malaria). Although it was true that 
children were dying because of  deadly 
 diseases, that was only part of the ex-
planation. They were also dying be-
cause of where they were born.

On the other hand,  it  was 
 encouraging that such a large share 
of the deaths was preventable. When 

On page 12 is the chart as it looks 
today. As you can see, pneumonia is 
the top preventable cause, but the 
story here is one of real progress. In 
2000, it took the lives of more than 
1.5 million children, but by 2019, the 
number was around 670,000 – still 
an awful number, but a reduction of 
more than 55%. 

Diarrhea is another example of 
progress. In two decades, its death 
toll has dropped 58%. A key reason 
is the use of low-tech interventions 
like oral rehydration solution (sugar 
water, essentially), which replaces 
lost electrolytes. Governments also 
ran large-scale sanitation  programs 
to cut down on the spread of  bacteria. 
Scientists developed an affordable ro-
tavirus vaccine, and the world came 
together to deliver it.  Between 2010 
and 2020, this vaccine  prevented more 
than 200,000 deaths. By 2030, it will 
have prevented more than half a mil-
lion deaths.

Even though the overall  number 
of deaths has halved, the relative 
 positions of the top three killers have 
not changed. They are the same  today 
as in 1990:  neonatal disorders, pneu-
monia, and diarrheal diseases. As you 
can see in this graphic, the fourth slot 

is where there has been a huge shift. In 
1990, measles was responsible for half 
a million deaths. Today, it’s malaria 
that is in the fourth slot – not because 
malaria deaths went up (they actual-
ly went down), but because measles 
deaths fell by a whopping 87%.

Why? Vaccines. Since 2000, Gavi, 
the Vaccine Alliance has provided 
measles vaccines to more than 500 
million children – half a billion! – 
through routine immunization and 
special vaccination campaigns. (This 
is just one example of the magic of 
vaccines – although  unfortunately 
vaccination rates have dropped 
 because of the pandemic and oth-
er factors.) And malaria may not be 
#4 on that list for long, thanks to 
 innovations like malaria vaccines, im-
proved insecticide-treated bed nets, 
and sugar baits.

DECADES OF PROGRESS
Many groups deserve credit for the 
decades of progress I’ve described 
here. Countries with high disease 
burdens have launched massive 
 vaccination campaigns, strength-
ened their health systems, and 
shared best practices with each oth-
er. Wealthy countries  generously 

give aid that supports these efforts. 
Pharma companies have  contributed 
technical  expertise and made 
products  affordable for low- and 
 middle-income countries. Founda-
tions including the Gates Founda-
tion have stepped up with additional 
funding for innovative ideas. (At the 
foundation, we have staff and part-
ners dedicated to each slice of the pie 
you see in the chart.)

Although too many children still 
do not live to see their fifth birthday, 
the world is moving in the right di-
rection. If everyone keeps doing their 
part, we can move even faster and save 
even more lives. Because of COVID and 
other setbacks, the United Nations’ 
goal to cut childhood deaths in half 
again to below 3 million by 2030 will 
be missed, but it can still be achieved 
the following decade.

At a time when war and  pandemic 
are in the news every day, it is  
important to look for reasons to be 
hopeful. The world’s opportunity –
and ability – to save children’s lives 
is surely one of those reasons.

B I L L  G A T E S ’  E S S A Y  “ W H Y  D O  C H I L D R E N 
D I E ? ”  W A S  F I R S T  P U B L I S H E D  O N 
H I S  B L O G  G A T E S N O T E S . C O M .

I saw the breakdown of diseases, I 
thought: Here is our road map. This is 
what the Gates Foundation should be 
working on. With the right team, part-
ners, and funding, we could help the 
world move through the list, system-
atically going after the worst killers. 
Solutions that already existed could be 
made more affordable and delivered 
to people in low-income countries. 
Solutions that didn’t exist could be 
invented.

MILLIONS OF DEATHS FROM PREVENTABLE CAUSES
Most child deaths are due to conditions that can be treated and prevented.

2.27M
DEATHS UNDER-5 FROM 
PREVENTABLE CAUSES 
IN 2019

0.67M
PNEUMONIA (30%)

0.36M
MALARIA (16%)

0.50M
DIARRHEA (22%)

0.57M
OTHER CAUSES (25%)

0.10M
MALNUTRITION (4%)

0.07M
MEASLES (3%)

Bill Gates, 66, was co-founder of 
Microsoft (in 1976) and acted as 
CEO or Chairman of the soft-
ware giant until 2014. In 2000, 
he created the “Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation”, today the 
world’s wealthiest charitable 
foundation. His latest publica-
tions: How to Avoid a Climate 
Disaster (2021) and How to Pre-
vent the Next Pandemic (2022)
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THE HIGHEST RISE: IN THE SOUTH
Sure, countries who already had a life expectancy of more 
than 70 years in 1970 (like Japan) could not add two more 
decades of longevity in the 50 years passed since then. So 
the highest growth rates for life expectancy between 1970 
and 2019 are almost exclusively located in the Global South. 
Of the 31 countries that added more than 22 years of life 
expectancy in these five decades, 16 are in Africa, 12 in Asia 
and 3 in Latin America. The world has become more equal 
this way – at least in life expectancy.

Change 1970 - 2019
0 - 5
5 - 10
10 - 15
15 - 22
> 22

NO DATA

THE BEST AGEING FACTOR: WEALTH
Looking at the countries with the highest life expectancy 
right now, it seems inhabitants of northern countries have 
better longevity chances. A bit counterintuitive as, during 
human history, countries in the far north like  Iceland or 
Canada were fairly dangerous and hostile places – and now 
they are up there with life expectancies of more than 82 
years. The Global South on the other hand often  offers  fairly 
healthy life conditions – but only a few little dots show up 
on the best-ager map. These dots offer an explanation: They 
are high-income locations like Singapore or Hong Kong, tax 
havens like the Cayman Islands, or European colonies like 
Martinique or Guadeloupe. So, it’s the wealth that makes 
the longevity, not the climate.

Life Expectancy 2019
50 - 60
60 - 70
70 - 75
75 - 82

> 82

NO DATA
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THE GLOBAL 
GROWTH 
STORY: LIFE

S O U R C E :  O U R  W O R L D  I N  D A T A

FOR OVER TWO CENTURIES, NO DATA SET HAS GIVEN A  
clearer view on the wealth and development of a 
nation than its life expectancy at birth. Industrial 

revolution, medical revolution, green revolution, digital 
revolution – these have all contributed positively to life 
expectancy. Fewer children and mothers dying at birth, more 
and healthier food, better cures for diseases, less dangerous 
living and working conditions – to name some of the most 
important factors in that centennial growth story of life 
expectancy. The laggards in life expectancy are typically 
the lowest-income countries, with a lack of medical infra-
structure and high rates of undernourishment.
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THE HIGHEST REDUCTION (IN ABSOLUTE TERMS)
In the 21st century, the main success story in the fight 
against infant mortality has been written in the South 
– if you look at the reduction in absolute numbers since 
the beginning of the century. Some 23 countries have  
experienced a decline in infant mortality by more than  
40 deaths per 1,000 live births; 17 of them are in Africa. The 
main reason for this concentration of African countries is 
their overall still high mortality rate. A country with a mor-
tality rate lower than 40 per 1,000 newborns simply cannot 
reduce this rate by more than 40. And that’s the case for 
more than 120 countries.

THE HIGHEST REDUCTION (IN RELATIVE TERMS) 
In the 21st century, the main success story in the fight 
against infant mortality has been written in the East – if 
you look at the rate of reduction since the beginning of the 
century. Some 18 countries measured a decline of mortality 
during the first five years after birth of more than 70%. Eight 
of these are in Asia, and five in Eastern Europe.The main 
reason for this radical reduction seems to be sociopolitical. 
Most of these countries were part of the Soviet Union or the 
communist bloc in the late 20th century. The collapse of 
the Soviet bloc in the 1990s led to widespread turmoil and 
deterioration of health and living standards. The rebound 
since then has been remarkable.
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INFANT SURVIVAL: 
SUCCESS STORY  
OF THE CENTURY

INFANT MORTALITY 2020
Per 1,000 births

0 -12
12 -24
24- 38
38 - 52
> 52

HIGHEST ABSOLUTE REDUC-
TION (>40 PER 1,000 BIRTHS)

HIGHEST RELATIVE RE-
DUCTION SINCE 2000 
(MORE THAN 70 %)

NO DATA

S O U R C E :  W H O

SPOTLIGHT
PNEUMONIA VACCINE
The paper makes the case for a 
vaccine to fight pneumonia. Pneu-
monia is, in most cases, a curable 
or preventable disease. But it re-
mains the leading infectious cause 
of death globally among children 
under the age of five, dispropor-
tionately affecting marginalized 
populations. An effective and 
affordable vaccine is the best way 
to tackle this global challenge.

DECEMBER 2021

“WHY DO CHILDREN DIE?”  A QUESTION FOR HUMANITY. 
 Reducing infant mortality was one of the great 
global challenges of the 20th century – and it has 

been among the greatest success stories of medical and hu-
man progress. A little more than a century ago, infant death 
was seen as a kind of fate. Today, even in the  countries with 
the highest infant mortality, more than 90% of newborns 
survive the first five years. In more than 70 countries, the 
survival rate is higher than 99%. And the success story con-
tinues. According to WHO data, in 188 of 195 countries, the 
infant mortality has further declined since the year 2000.
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HEADQUARTERS OF CORPORATE HEALTH
As we know, the countries with the highest healthcare 
budgets are not the ones with the highest disease burden. 
And that’s not just about income, as this map suggests.
The countries highlighted are those where at least one of 
the 50 biggest pharmaceutical companies is located. The 
most global players are the US (17 headquarters), followed 
by Europe (16), Japan (8) and a rising China (4).No, Swiss 
companies do not just care about Swiss problems. But for 
most of the leaders of the major healthcare companies, the 
diseases that kill the most people are far away.

THE CLOSENESS OF CANCER
Yet there is one of the huge killer diseases that r  eally comes 
close to high-income countries: cancer. The  countries high-
lighted here are the ones with the highest rate of cancer 
mortality. Almost all of them are geographically and eco-
nomically located in the Global North – with Uruguay as 
an outlier. Sure, that’s partly because of the longevity in 
these countries, with cancer mostly being a threat for older 
people. But the huge overlap between money and cancer (red 
and blue layer) suggests that humanity could fare better by 
pouring a higher share of its healthcare investments into 
everything else but cancer.
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DISEASE 
AND CANCER 
BURDEN

FOR EVERYONE AFFECTED, DISEASE IS A DISASTER. 
They and their loved ones will do whatever it takes 
to get healthy again. For societies, they are a statis-

tic. You can’t heal everyone whatever it takes, as resources 
are limited. Every country has to find its own way to keep its 
citizens as healthy as possible. An  indicator like DALY can 
help to find that way. For each policy, it can measure how 
many Disease-Adjusted Life Years are gained or lost. And for 
humanity, the DALY indicator can also show challenges and 
priorities: If we want to invest in healthcare, the best place 
would be where there are the most life years lost to diseases.  

BURDEN OF DISEASE
in DALY’s per 100,000 individuals

10,000
25,000
50,000
75,000
>90,000

HIGHEST CANCER BURDEN
(IN MORTALITY RATE)

HEADQUARTERS OF THE 50 
BIGGEST PHARMA COR-
PORATIONS ( MEASURED 
BY REVENUE, 2021)

NO DATA

S O U R C E S :  I H M E ,  G L O B A L  B U R D E N  O F 
D I S E A S E  ( 2 0 1 9 ) ,  G L O B O C A N  2 0 2 0
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LACK OF  VACCINE TRUST
The efficacy of vaccines is pure science. They have saved lives 
for more than 200 years, and continue to do so. If people take 
the vaccines, that is. In some countries, the wave of Covid-19 
vaccines was also accompanied by a wave of vaccine distrust. 
In the countries highlighted here, more than 15% of adults 
do not trust vaccines. The reasons may differ from case to 
case. In one case, the success stories of homemade vaccines 
may have sounded too much like a fairy tale; in another, it 
may be lack of trust in the  government or overconfidence 
in personal YouTube and Google research. Another case of 
pure science: the higher the rate of vaccinated people, the 
higher the efficacy. So not taking the jab because it’s not 
effective is a kind of self-fulfilling prophecy.

LACK OF VACCINE SUPPLY FOR CHILDREN 
Covid-19 has shown the inequality of the global  distibution 
of lifesaving vaccines. America first, Europe first, Germany 
first. Humanity last. But unfortunately, Covid vaccines are 
far from the only flagrant violation of basic  human  equality. 
Millions of children each year have no access to the basic 
vaccinations that have been global pediatric standard since 
decades. Highlighted here are the countries where fewer 
than 70% of children get the DTP vaccine – a combination 
of vaccines against diphtheria, pertussis (whooping cough), 
and tetanus.
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VACCINES:  
TRUST AND 
EQUALITY

SHARE OF PEOPLE WHO 
RECEIVED AT LEAST ONE DOSE 
OF COVID-19 VACCINE

0 - 20%
21 - 40%
41 - 60%
61 - 80%
80 - 100%

COUNTRIES WITH >15% 
OF ADULTS NOT TRUST-
ING IN VACCINES

COUNTRIES WITH <70% 
ONE-YEAR-OLDS VACCI-
NATED AGAINST DTP3

NO DATA

S O U R C E S :  O U R  W O R L D  I N  D A T A

WE SEEM TO HAVE ENTERED A DECADE OF VACCINES. 
The Covid-19 pandemic has unleashed a huge wave 
of vaccine research and development. Less than a 

year after the outbreak of the new virus, the vaccine cam-
paign started – and saved millions of lives. The mRNA tech-
nology especially experienced an unprecedented take-off. 
It will not only be deployed against viruses, but also against 
other pathogens; and likely against cancer, too. The dark 
side of the vaccine decade: It is more unequal than ever. 
The high-income countries bought all the  vaccines they 
needed for their citizens – and low-income countries were 
left behind. 
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AND THE NURSES?
Yes, doctors are important. And doctors save lives. But nurses 
matter too. In low-income and highly rural  countries like 
Ethiopia, nurses are the most important ingredient for the 
rapid decline of mortality rates. In  remote regions where 
there is next to no chance of seeing a doctor, much less a 
hospital, basic medical stations have been  established, with 
just one nurse and perhaps some  medicines. This does not 
heal all the sick, but can drastically improve medical care 
for mother and child before and after birth. In pure quantity, 
though, as shown here, the North is in the lead. Almost all 
countries with more than 100 nurses per 10,000 inhabitants 
are OECD members.

THE MEDICAL RACE TO  CATCH UP 
Recent decades have seen huge progress in healthcare on 
all continents and in all aspects, including in terms of the 
number of healthcare workers. During the last 15 years, more 
than 130 countries recorded an increase in the  number of 
doctors per 10,000 inhabitants; 29  countries, shown here, 
more than doubled their doctor density.  Surprisingly, these 
countries are spread over every  continent: 11 in Africa, 9 in 
Asia, 5 in the Americas, 2 in Oceania, and even 2 in Europe. 
Yes, seemingly saturated medical systems such as in Sweden 
or Belgium managed to  double their number of doctors. 
The growth record, however, belongs to the South African 
country Lesotho, with an increase in medical doctors of 
975% over 15 years.
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than 130 countries recorded an increase in the  number of 
doctors per 10,000 inhabitants; 29  countries, shown here, 
more than doubled their doctor density.  Surprisingly, these 
countries are spread over every  continent: 11 in Africa, 9 in 
Asia, 5 in the Americas, 2 in Oceania, and even 2 in Europe. 
Yes, seemingly saturated medical systems such as in Sweden 
or Belgium managed to  double their number of doctors. 
The growth record, however, belongs to the South African 
country Lesotho, with an increase in medical doctors of 
975% over 15 years.
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IT’S GOOD TO BE HEALTHY. BUT ONCE YOU’RE SICK, 
it’s better to have healthcare workers around you. 
Doctors and nurses are the cornerstones of any 

country’s health policy. Or rather, they should be. There are 
still 18 countries that count fewer than one medical doctor 
for each 10,000 inhabitants – all of them are in Africa. The 
country with the highest doctor density, though, is not one of 
the usual suspects from Europe or North America. It’s Cuba, 
with 84 doctors per 10,000 inhabitants, according to the 
latest WHO statistics. The main reason is Cuba’s education 
policy, which, since the 1960s, has produced many more 
doctors than are needed on the island itself.

DOCTOR  
AND NURSE 
DENSITY

HEALTHCARE WORKERS
per 100,000 people

< 10
10 - 30
30 -50
50 - 70
> 70

DENSITY OF NURSING PERSONNEL > 100

DOCTOR DENSITY MORE THAN 
DOUBLED IN 15 YEARS

NO DATA
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THE BASIC LUXURY OF SEWER SYSTEMS
Wastewater systems were invented long, long ago. Ancient 
Rome even had the Cloaca Maxima as sewer for more than 
a million inhabitants – 2,000 years ago. But today, bil-
lions of people still don’t have access to sewer systems and 
wastewater treatment. Sure, even in the highest-income 
countries like Switzerland, remote and sparsely populated 
areas can get along without public sewers. And in coastal 
regions everywhere in the world, the treatment of waste-
water is often left to the oceans. But especially in Africa and 
Southeast Asia, there are whole countries almost without 
sewage systems. The process of urbanization may lead to a 
gradual improvement of the wastewater balance – as every 
city should have its own Cloaca Maxima. 

THE QUEST TO REINVENT THE TOILET 
Bringing safe, affordable sanitation to the world would vastly 
improve the quality of life of the billions without it. That’s 
what the Gates Foundation hoped to achieve when it started 
the Reinvent the Toilet Challenge in 2011. Since then it has 
invested US$400 million, mostly in funding research and 
product development for basic, clean, and resource-saving 
sanitation technology. Though lots of progress has been 
made, there are still 22 countries where less than one-third 
of the population has access to  basic sanitation services. 
With one exception (Papua New  Guinea), all these countries 
are in Africa.
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SANITATION: 
BASIC NEED AND 
FLUSHING LUXURY

ACCESS TO BASIC SANITATION
In Percent

86 - 100
61 - 85
36 - 60
15 - 35
< 15

COUNTRIES WITH LESS THAN 
2% HOUSEHOLDS  
CONNECTED TO SEWERS

COUNTRIES WITH LESS THAN 
1/3 OF POPULATION WITH 
ACCESS TO BASIC SANITATION

NO DATA

S O U R C E :  W H O

SPOTLIGHT
DISEASE DATA
In September 2021, we launched 
the Global Infectious Disease 
Index (GIDI), providing valuable 
information to assess the read-
iness and vulnerability of global 
healthcare systems in tackling 
endemic and emerging epidem-
ic diseases. Since its launch, GIDI 
has acquired a reputation as a 
scientifically rigorous and credi-
ble resource, unique in its field.

SEPTEMBER 2022

LACK OF BASIC SANITATION IS ONE OF THE MAIN 
 causes of communicable diseases and childhood 
death in low-income countries. Some 3.5 billion 

people – almost half the world’s population – have no choice 
but to use unsafe sanitation facilities. Lack of basic sanitation 
leads to estimated losses of US$200 billion a year in health 
costs and lost productivity.

According to the WHO definition, access to basic 
 sanitation services means at least pit latrines that are not 
shared with other households. In urban regions, access to 
that kind of safe toilet is far better than in rural areas – even 
in low-income countries. 
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THE DOUBLE GROWTH STORY
The countries shown here have one thing in common: 
They have increased their health expenditure per  capita by 
more than 70 percent during the last decade. And  almost 
all of them have something else in common: They have 
 experienced outstanding economic growth stories in the 
same period. The massive rise of wealth in  China and South-
east Asia is mirrored in the above- average rise of health-
care spending. But not all the global growth  champions of 
the 2010s also appear in the league of  healthcare growth 
 champions. Countries like India or Ethiopia have used bigger 
parts of their additional income to reduce absolute poverty 
and increase food security. If their growth stories continue, 
the growth of healthcare expenditure should catch up.

HEAL THE RICH (AND THE OLD)
When measured in absolute terms, the club of the  biggest 
healthcare spenders is exclusively populated by the high-in-
come countries of the Global North. More than US$3,000 
per person per year for healthcare? Europe, North America, 
Japan, Australia, New Zealand, that’s it. But there are other 
high-income countries, too. If we take the  Arabian penin-
sula, even countries like Qatar, Kuwait or Saudi Arabia all 
lie in the region between US$1,000 and 2,000, so spend far 
less on healthcare. Why is that? Because they are younger. 
The higher the average age of a population, the higher the 
medical costs.
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THE GROWING 
COST OF 
HEALTHY LIVING

HEALTH IS EXPENSIVE. AND THE RICHER, THE MORE  
so. Economists estimate that for each 1% of GDP 
growth, healthcare expenditures grow by 1.4%. 

And sociologists can explain that growth difference by the 
change of priorities in societies and households. Once the 
basic needs of food and shelter are met, you get more in-
terested in well-being, and spend more for it. Among the 
countries that spend the highest share of GDP on healthcare 
(according to WHO data for 2019) are just two  lower-income 
countries. For very different reasons. Cuba, with a strong 
focus on healthcare for decades, and  Afghanistan, with a 
huge slice of foreign aid – back in 2019.

HEALTH EXPENDITURE
In Percent of GDP

< 5
5 - 10
10 - 15
15 - 20
> 20

EXPENDITURE MORE THAN 
3,000 USD / CAPITA

COUNTRIES WITH HEALTH 
EXP / CAPITA GROWTH 
OF MORE THAN 70% IN 
THE LAST DECADE

NO DATA
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OVERWEIGHT: AN EMERGING PHENOMENON
The richer, the fatter? Not exactly. Most high-income coun-
tries have a rather low rate of obese children  under five – 
the US for example, often seen as a supersize food coun-
try, records just 8.8% of children with serious  overweight. 
Australia, third in the overweight ranking (18.5%), is the 
high-income exception. Most countries with a high rate of 
overnourished children belong to the group of emerging 
markets. And often to the Middle East: six of the overweight 
top ten are Arab-speaking countries. With the years of hun-
ger and scarcity not that far behind, parents (and grand-
parents) tend to overfeed - well-meant, but not well done. 

UNDERWEIGHT: EAST AFRICA AND SOUTH ASIA
When undernutrition comes up, the first image that comes to 
mind are usually African children. But though  malnutrition 
is still a serious problem in some African regions, that’s not 
true of the whole continent. The rate of  children with serious 
underweight is lower, for  example, in South Africa than in 
Thailand (5.5% vs. 7.7%). In general, countries in Southern 
or West Africa fare far better than East African countries – 
with a special focus on the Horn of Africa region: Eritrea, 
Ethiopia, Somalia, and Djibouti all record more than 20% 
of undernourished children.The same problem can be seen 
in South Asia. In absolute terms, India, with a rate of 33.4%, 
has by far the most undernourished children in the world.
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FOOD FOR KIDS 
POOR QUALITY 
OR QUANTITY

MALNOURISHED CHILDREN
0 - 7%
8 - 14%
15 - 21%
22 - 28%
>28%

TOP 20 OVERWEIGHT 
CHILDREN

TOP 20 UNDER-
WEIGHT CHILDREN

NO DATA

S O U R C E :  W H O

IMPACT REPORT
THE RIGHT TO NUTRITION
Feeding the world is a moral im-
perative for humanity, and put-
ting bread on the table is a daily 
challenge for hundreds of millions 
of people, as climate change, 
political and economic disrup-
tion are threatening food security. 
This report sets the goal of food 
security as a human right and 
offers solutions how technology, 
innovation and human effort can 
contribute to reach that goal..

OCTOBER 2022

MALNUTRITION IS ONE OF THE BIGGEST THREATS FOR 
the health or even the life of children. In 2021, an 
estimated 45% of deaths in children were linked 

to undernutrition. But overnutrition in childhood also can 
lead to chronic diseases and a significant reduction of life 
expectancy. The World Health Organization (WHO) sees a 
“double burden of malnutrition,” with “the coexistence of 
overnutrition alongside undernutrition.”

On the map, we have added WHO data for serious 
 underweight and overweight in children. The lowest 
 malnourishment share is recorded in Germany (4.6% of 
all children under five), the highest in Yemen (42.6%).
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THE YOUTH 
STEWARDS OF 
OUR FUTURE
Our young people will be the architects of the 
future. We must empower them and provide 
opportunities, so that their creativity and genius 
can overcome the challenges they face.

B Y  H R H  P R I N C E S S  R E E M A  B I N T  B A N D A R  A L  S A U D

HRH Princess Reema Bint 
Bandar Al Saud, 47, is the Saudi 
Arabian ambassador to the 
United States since February 
2019—becoming the first female 
envoy in the country’s history. 
She is a member of the Inter-
national Olympic Committee 
and a member of the Board 
of Trustees of the FII Institute.

ON EDUCATION

PLEASE ALLOW ME TO SHARE   
with you both my personal 
and our country’s highest 

priorities: Working with, supporting, 
empowering our youth. The genera-
tion that will carry on the work begun 
by our Vision 2030 and making sure 
it touches the lives of everyone in the 
kingdom and across the region. Mak-
ing sure it is an example to the world 
of what is possible. What can be done 
when a vision, ingenuity, hard work, 
and determination come together.

We as Saudis are a young nation: 75 
percent of our population is under the 

need us to believe in them. And that 
means providing opportunity and  
investing in the future so that their 
creativity and genius can overcome 
the challenges they face. Like climate 
crises. Like providing global public 
healthcare.

We cannot close our eyes. And we 
must begin the work now. That’s what 
our young people will be able to finish. 
But we must construct the foundation 
upon which they can reach the clouds.

I firmly believe our priority must 
be our young people. Because they are 
the stewards of the future. And I have 
no doubt that in their hands the fu-
ture is bright. And while I’ve seen so 
much change in my  lifetime,  including 
changes that many thought were all 
but impossible, my  confidence in what 
we can achieve together defies all un-

certainty and has no  reservation.
Building the future is never 

 complete. Each generation shares that 
responsibility of doing its share. Em-
powering and paving the way for the 
next – that’s how the future is built. 
Together.

T H I S  E S S A Y  I S  A  S H O R T E N E D 
T R A N S C R I P T  O F  H R H  P R I N C E S S 
R E E M A ’ S  A D D R E S S  T O  T H E  F I I 
P R I O R I T Y  S U M M I T ,  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 2 2

age of 35. And the canvas for our young 
people is not the past. It’s not even the 
present – it’s the future. The reforms 
and transformations occurring in the 
kingdom. The change and progress 
that shape our nation.

1)  They shape it  economically: 
Building a stronger private 
 sector, job growth and creation, 
entrepreneurship, sustainable 
development, renewable  energy 
and building a global leading dig-
ital infrastructure. 

2)  They shape it socially: women’s 
empowerment, greater equal-
ity and equity, diversity and 
 inclusion. 

3)  They shape it culturally: plac-
ing the kingdom’s art and en-
tertainment community at front 

stage. Our natural preservation 
efforts. Sharing our traditions and 
our heritage with others and the 
world. 

It’s a blueprint for the future. More 
results and changes have occurred in 
the past 5 years than in the previous 
80. And the key to our long-term suc-
cess: the Guardians will ensure that 
this future society matches our dreams 
and honors our ambitions to create a 
place for everyone.

TOOLS FOR THE FUTURE
It’s our young people. Their success 
tomorrow depends on our success 
 today. And if our young people are to 
be the architects of the future, they 
need the right tools. And they need 
us to prioritize their interests. They 
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LOWER SHARE OF BIRTHS IN 2050
Today’s oldest continent, Europe, will not get any younger in 
the next decades. Europe’s share of global births is predicted 
to fall from 5.2% today to 4.5% in 2050. Fewer births, more 
deaths will not necessarily mean a shrinking population. The 
deficit can also be covered by migration – but on a massive 
scale for which Europe is unprepared.
The main reduction in the share of births, though, will not 
take place in Europe, but in Latin America and East Asia. 
While in 2022 Asia accounts for 511 of 1,000 global births, 
by 2050 that share will shrink to 439. About half of that 
reduction will come from China alone. The  decline of birth 
rates that is a typical side effect of economic  development 
and higher education was advanced and amplified by  China’s 
One-Child policy between 1980 and 2016.

HIGHER SHARE OF BIRTHS IN 2050 
Today’s youngest continent, Africa, will keep that spot in 
the next decades. Yes, Africa too will experience a steep 
decline in birth rates. But nevertheless, today’s youth bulge 
will translate into a baby boom for one more generation.  
Within less than three decades, Africa’s share of global births 
will increase from 326 (per 1,000) to 421. Sometime around 
2050, Africa will overtake Asia as the continent with the 
most babies. And also around 2050, Nigeria will overtake 
China as the country with the second-most births globally. 
But the leader today, tomorrow, and for decades to come 
will be India.
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take place in Europe, but in Latin America and East Asia. 
While in 2022 Asia accounts for 511 of 1,000 global births, 
by 2050 that share will shrink to 439. About half of that 
reduction will come from China alone. The  decline of birth 
rates that is a typical side effect of economic  development 
and higher education was advanced and amplified by  China’s 
One-Child policy between 1980 and 2016.

HIGHER SHARE OF BIRTHS IN 2050 
Today’s youngest continent, Africa, will keep that spot in 
the next decades. Yes, Africa too will experience a steep 
decline in birth rates. But nevertheless, today’s youth bulge 
will translate into a baby boom for one more generation.  
Within less than three decades, Africa’s share of global births 
will increase from 326 (per 1,000) to 421. Sometime around 
2050, Africa will overtake Asia as the continent with the 
most babies. And also around 2050, Nigeria will overtake 
China as the country with the second-most births globally. 
But the leader today, tomorrow, and for decades to come 
will be India.

WHERE THE 
NEXT STUDENTS 
COME FROM

THIS MAP IS NOT ABOUT EDUCATION. IT’S ABOUT BABIES. 
 But as the newborns of today are the students of 
tomorrow, the development of birth rates gives a 

hint as to where investments in education should be going.  
It’s a very clear hint. At any given time in 2022, about half 
of all babies are born in Asia (511 out of 1,000, to be pre-
cise), and almost one-third in Africa (326 out of 1,000). 
The traditional hotspots of education in Europe and North 
America will teach only small fractions of tomorrow’s stu-
dents – from each region about 5%. And all  projections 
for future birth rates suggest that this situation will  
deteriorate even further.

WHERE DO THE NEXT 1.000 BABIES  
COME FROM IN 2022?
Births per 1.000 global births

1
2 - 4
5 - 10
11 - 20
> 20

20 COUNTRIES WITH HIGH-
EST REDUCTION IN 2050

20 COUNTRIES WITH 
HIGHEST GAINS IN 2050

NO DATA

S O U R C E :  U N  P O P U L A T I O N  D I V I S I O N ,  V I S U A L  C A P I T A L I S T
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GOING BACKWARD: LEARNING POVERTY
Yes, education is important. Every political leader knows 
it, as does every international organization. If you want to 
keep investors and donors happy and willing to pay, you 
better present good education statistics. But what looks 
great on paper, doesn’t necessarily look good in reality. 
At least that’s what the “learning poverty” concept of the 
World Bank suggests. It measures the proportion of stu-
dents who are unable to read and understand a simple text 
by age ten. For children that are going to primary school, 
this should be an exception, as primary education should 
basically teach children how to read and write. But in the 
countries highlighted here, most of them in Africa, learning 
poverty is the norm: More than two-thirds of children lack 
basic reading comprehension.

GOING FORWARD: SECONDARY EDUCATION 
While primary education is a basic need, secondary  education 
is an add-on. It should empower children not just to get 
along in life, but to qualify for more  challenging job profiles. 
And upper secondary education (usually the 11th and 12th 
class of school) lays the foundation for  further studies and 
professional formation. In high- income  countries, high 
completion rates for upper  secondary  education are the 
norm. In low-income countries, this level is often out of 
reach. But for middle-income countries, it depends. The 
countries highlighted here are low- and middle-income 
countries in which more than 60% of an age cohort finish 
upper secondary education.
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PRIMARY EDUCATION AND 
LEARNING POVERTY

> 95 %
80 - 95 %
60 -80 %
40 - 60 %
< 40%

COUNTRIES WITH > 2/3 
OF LEARNING POVERTY

LOW- AND MIDDLE-INCOME 
COUNTIRES WITH >60% 
COMPLETION RATE OF UPPER 
SECONDARY EDUCATION

NO DATA

S O U R C E S :  U N E S C O  ( C O M P L E T I O N  R A T E ) , 
W O R L D  B A N K  ( L E A R N I N G  P O V E R T Y )

EDUCATION 
COMPLETION AND 
LEARNING POVERTY

BASIC EDUCATION IS ONE OF OUR MOST BASIC NEEDS. 
 Without going to school, there is next to no chance 

of becoming a part of the global community. You 
may be able to learn from your parents whatever they are 
doing, and you may be able to follow in their path – but 
that’s basically it. And in a world changing as rapidly as the 
one we’re living in, there is no guarantee that yesterday’s 
knowledge will be enough to put tomorrow’s food on the 
table. At least on paper, this basic need is almost fulfilled 
almost everywhere. Just 13 countries, all of them African, 
report completion rates for primary education of less than 
50%. But what have these children learned at school?

IMPACT REPORT
EDUCATION AND POVERTY
Millions of children remain with-
out access to basic education. 
The digital divide is growing wider, 
leaving the ‘haves’ with the high-
est-quality education available, 
and the ‘have-nots’ with little or 
no access to quality education. 
But breakthroughs in modern 
technology make it possible for 
many more children to access 
good-quality education to prepare 
them for the jobs of the future.

OCTOBER 2021
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HYGIENE IMPROVEMENT IN THE LAST DECADE
Counries that already offer close to 100% access to basic hy-
giene services at school can’t improve quantitatively – while 
the quality of school toilets often leaves lots of room for 
improvement. The case is different for the 100 or so coun-
tries that deliver far less than 100%  accessibility. The ones 
highlighted here managed to improve the  hygiene  situation 
at their schools significantly during the 2010s. The countries 
with the most improved performance  between 2011 and 
2021 are Serbia, India, and the Philippines. By the way, only 
three countries have reported a decline in hygiene services 
at schools during that decade: Saint Lucia, the British Virgin 
Islands, and Palestine.

HYGIENE FOR ALL STUDENTS 
The WHO/Unicef statistics not only look at school toilets, 
but also at access to basic hygiene infrastructure. In these 
cases, “basic” means: the students have access to water and 
they can use water and soap. As with basic sanitation, these 
conditions don’t sound too difficult, but in some parts of 
the world, they are more exception than rule. The countries 
highlighted here manage to deliver basic services for water, 
hygiene, and sanitation to all their students (at least 99% 
accessibiity). There is not a single country from Africa in 
this group.
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highlighted here managed to improve the  hygiene  situation 
at their schools significantly during the 2010s. The countries 
with the most improved performance  between 2011 and 
2021 are Serbia, India, and the Philippines. By the way, only 
three countries have reported a decline in hygiene services 
at schools during that decade: Saint Lucia, the British Virgin 
Islands, and Palestine.

HYGIENE FOR ALL STUDENTS 
The WHO/Unicef statistics not only look at school toilets, 
but also at access to basic hygiene infrastructure. In these 
cases, “basic” means: the students have access to water and 
they can use water and soap. As with basic sanitation, these 
conditions don’t sound too difficult, but in some parts of 
the world, they are more exception than rule. The countries 
highlighted here manage to deliver basic services for water, 
hygiene, and sanitation to all their students (at least 99% 
accessibiity). There is not a single country from Africa in 
this group.

HYGIENE AND 
SANITATION AT 
SCHOOL

WHAT IS A BASIC SANITATION SERVICE AT SCHOOL? 
According to the UN organizations WHO and Unicef, 
this means toilets or latrines, usable for all students 

and single-sex. Not too difficult to fulfil, it may seem, but in 
at least 23 countries fewer than half of all schools possess 
this kind of basic sanitation. Presumably there are between 
10 or 20 more countries that lack basic sanitation. Namely 
in Africa, where the lack of hygiene at school and the lack of 
statistical data at national level often come together. Some 
high-income countries like Canada or Sweden also did not 
deliver data – but we can assume that most or all of their 
schools have usable toilets.

AVAILABILITY OF BASIC 
SANITATION AT SCHOOLS 

91–100%
71–90%
51–70%
31–50%
< 30%

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT 
IN WATER, SANITATION 
OR HYGIENE SERVICES 
DURING LAST DECADE

COUNTRIES WITH >99% 
SCORE FOR WATER, SANITA-
TION AND HYGIENE SERVICES

NO DATA

S O U R C E :  W H O ,  U N I C E F ,  D A T A  F O R  2 0 2 1

IMPACT REPORT
HEALTH EQUITY
As the global population swells 
and the moral imperative of health 
equity becomes undeniable, the 
need for profound innovation 
in the field of healthcare deliv-
ery has become more urgent. 
The good news is that it is hap-
pening. This report explores how 
new technologies and systemic 
changes in health delivery im-
prove people’s everyday lives..

DECEMBER 2020
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LANGUAGE  DIVERSITY
When you meet someone in your country, what’s the 
chance that they will speak the same language as you? In 
some countries, the probability is close to 100%. In Cuba 
and Colombia, everyone speaks Spanish; in North or South 
Korea there’s almost only Korean. And in some countries, 
the probability is close to zero. Take Papua New  Guinea, 
where more than 800 different languages are  spoken, or tiny 
Vanuatu with more than 100. To measure that probability, 
scientists use the Linguistic Diversity Index. Highlighted 
here are the countries with the highest index values. High 
diversity, though, does not necessarily mean that your in-
terlocutor does not understand you: In most countries there 
is a lingua franca to facilitate communication – such as 
English in India. 

LANGUAGE LEARNING 
Duolingo is one of the world’s most-used apps for 
self-learning of languages, with over 500 million  registered 
users. You can learn some dozen languages there, from Ar-
abic to Zulu – though the most frequented lessons almost 
everywhere are the ones for English.Well, almost every-
where. It’s different for countries where English is the moth-
er tongue (in US for example the most-learned language 
on Duolingo is Spanish; in Australia it’s French), and in 
some 20 countries more. They are highlighted here. In Na-
mibia, the most-learned language is German; in Myanmar 
it’s Japanese; in Ethiopia it’s French. And in Sweden – it’s 
Swedish! Migrants use Duolingo to learn the language of 
their host country.
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GLOBAL 
LANGUAGE  
PROFICIENCY

AMONG LANGUAGES, THERE’S ONLY ONE GLOBAL PLAYER: 
  English. It’s by far the most widespread, the most 
used in business, in travel, in pop culture. And it’s 

usually the best bet to get around  anywhere, if you don’t 
understand one of the native languages. How good that bet is 
can be measured with the English  Proficiency Index, elabo-
rated by the language school chain EF. Besides the countries 
with English as mother tongue, the  highest English profi-
ciency is found in Northern and Western  Europe, the lowest 
in some African countries and parts of the Arabic-speaking 
world. In Asia, there’s just one country with very high Eng-
lish proficiency: Singapore.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY
VERY LOW
LOW
MODERATE
HIGH
VERY HIGH / MOTHER TONGUE

S O U R C E S :  E F  E N G L I S H  P R O F I C I E N C Y  I N D E X ,  L E W I S ,  M .  P A U L  ( E D . ) 
2 0 0 9 ,  L I N G U I S T I C  D I V E R S I T Y  O F  C O U N T R I E S ,  D U O L I N G O

COUNTRIES WITH HIGHEST LINGUISTIC DIVERSITY

COUNTRIES WHERE ENGLISH IS NOT THE 
MOST LEARNED LANGUAGE ON DUOLINGO 
(EXCEPT MOTHER TONGUE COUNTRIES)

NO DATA
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TOO MANY PUPILS IN PRE-PRIMARY EDUCATION
Pre-primary education – that means institutions for 
 children under six years old. Here, teaching is not  usually a 
school-like learning of abstract skills, but social learning – 
and playing of course. For 20 countries (highlighted here), 
the Global Education Monitor reports a median number of 
more than 30 pre-school pupils per teacher. Most of these 
countries  are located in Africa, some in South and East Asia, 
one in South America (Colombia), and one in Europe (the 
United Kingdom). Weirdly, the UK reports a whopping 63 
pre-school pupils per teacher – the  second-highest num-
ber in the world. This quantity stands in stark contrast to 
Britain’s numbers for primary and secondary education, 
both fewer than 20 pupils per teacher.

TOO MANY PUPILS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Secondary school means classes from the 7th to the 10th. 
The number of pupils (or students) is lower than in  primary 
schools, and the same is often the case for the size of classes. 
On average, the number of pupils per teacher in secondary 
schools is also lower. Though not in every case. According 
to the Global Education Monitor, in Malawi’s secondary 
schools the teachers have 68 pupils, with “only” 42 in pri-
mary education. Apropos 42: in 42 countries, the median 
secondary school teacher only has to teach ten or fewer 
students. And there are even two African countries in that 
group: the island states of Comoros and Seychelles.  
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schools is also lower. Though not in every case. According 
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TOO MANY 
PUPILS   
PER TEACHER

TOO MUCH QUANTITY CAN ENDANGER QUALITY. 
 In manufacturing, scaling up output can often be 
done without loss of quality. In service sectors, not 

so much. Hairdressers can’t just increase their revenue by 
delivering more and more haircuts. And teachers can’t scale 
up their performance by teaching more and more pupils. 
Usually it’s just the opposite: teachers get better when class-
es are smaller. Twenty pupils per teacher is a good ratio for 
primary schools. According to the Global Education Monitor, 
more than 80 countries stay within that range – not only 
high-income countries, but also countries such as Nepal, 
Jordan or Seychelles.

PUPILS PER TEACHER  
IN PRIMARY EDUCATION

0–10
11–20
21–30
31–40
> 40

COUNTRIES WITH MORE THAN 
30 PUPILS PER TEACHER IN 
PRE-PRIMARY EDUCATION

COUNTRIES WITH MORE THAN 
25 PUPILS PER TEACHER IN 
SECONDARY EDUCATION

NO DATA

S O U R C E :  G L O B A L  E D U C A T I O N 
M O N I T O R I N G  R E P O R T  2 0 2 1 / 2 2

SPOTLIGHT
LEARNING BY FOUNDING
This paper makes the cases for 
refugee entrepreneurship edu-
cation. The millions of inhabitants 
of refugee camps are often seen 
as people with zero options. And 
especially the young generation 
has next to no chances to get 
higher education and decent work. 
But entrepreneurship education 
can change that. Not for profit in 
the first place – but for a chance.

APRIL 2022
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THE MOST INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH NETWORK 
This indicator tries to measure the quality of the research 
at a university. As most disciplines are global, research net-
works that spread internationally are probably  reaching 
out to leading researchers from other locations. And in-
deed, the top ranks for this indicator are occupied by some 
of the usual suspects for international top quality: Harvard 
(#1), Oxford (#3), Sorbonne (#5), Cambridge (#6), King’s 
College (#8). Not a single university from an emerging 
market country has reached the top 20 for this indica-
tor. Here, the top spots are occupied by the universities of  
Sao Paolo (Brazil, #82) and Pretoria (South Africa, #87). The 
best Asian institution is King Abdulaziz University (Saudi 
Arabia, #102)

THE MOST INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Attracting students from abroad is one of the quality 
 criteria for good universities. The leaders in this  ranking 
come mainly from smaller countries like Switzerland 
or Hong Kong, but also from Spain (business university 
IE) and the UK (Londovn School of Economics,  Imperial 
 College). Universities from big countries like China, In-
dia or the USA get lower ranks in internationality, as they 
have high numbers of domestic students. The country with 
the most universities in the Top 20 for this indicator is the 
UAE with six campuses: American University in Dubai and  
in Sharjah, Canadian University Dubai, Ajman University,  
Al Ain University and Sharjah University. The overall  leading 
university according to this indicator is in Saudi Arabia: the 
Islamic University of Madinah.
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tor. Here, the top spots are occupied by the universities of  
Sao Paolo (Brazil, #82) and Pretoria (South Africa, #87). The 
best Asian institution is King Abdulaziz University (Saudi 
Arabia, #102)

THE MOST INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Attracting students from abroad is one of the quality 
 criteria for good universities. The leaders in this  ranking 
come mainly from smaller countries like Switzerland 
or Hong Kong, but also from Spain (business university 
IE) and the UK (Londovn School of Economics,  Imperial 
 College). Universities from big countries like China, In-
dia or the USA get lower ranks in internationality, as they 
have high numbers of domestic students. The country with 
the most universities in the Top 20 for this indicator is the 
UAE with six campuses: American University in Dubai and  
in Sharjah, Canadian University Dubai, Ajman University,  
Al Ain University and Sharjah University. The overall  leading 
university according to this indicator is in Saudi Arabia: the 
Islamic University of Madinah.

THE MOST INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH NETWORK 
This indicator tries to measure the quality of the research 
at a university. As most disciplines are global, research net-
works that spread internationally are probably  reaching 
out to leading researchers from other locations. And in-
deed, the top ranks for this indicator are occupied by some 
of the usual suspects for international top quality: Harvard 
(#1), Oxford (#3), Sorbonne (#5), Cambridge (#6), King’s 
College (#8). Not a single university from an emerging 
market country has reached the top 20 for this indica-
tor. Here, the top spots are occupied by the universities of  
Sao Paolo (Brazil, #82) and Pretoria (South Africa, #87). The 
best Asian institution is King Abdulaziz University (Saudi 
Arabia, #102)

THE MOST INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Attracting students from abroad is one of the quality 
 criteria for good universities. The leaders in this  ranking 
come mainly from smaller countries like Switzerland 
or Hong Kong, but also from Spain (business university 
IE) and the UK (Londovn School of Economics,  Imperial 
 College). Universities from big countries like China, In-
dia or the USA get lower ranks in internationality, as they 
have high numbers of domestic students. The country with 
the most universities in the Top 20 for this indicator is the 
UAE with six campuses: American University in Dubai and  
in Sharjah, Canadian University Dubai, Ajman University,  
Al Ain University and Sharjah University. The overall  leading 
university according to this indicator is in Saudi Arabia: the 
Islamic University of Madinah.

WHAT/WHERE 
ARE THE BEST   
UNIVERSITIES?

THE VALUE OF A GOOD UNIVERSITY IS HIGH. 
 But the value of the BEST university is on a 
 completely different level. Being the best in a 

 certain discipline is attracting talent – students,  researchers 
and professors alike. And being the best in a number of dis-
ciplines almost exponentially increases the attraction. But 
which university is the best? There are multiple  rankings 
at national or regional level, and at least three competing 
rankings on a global level. The data for this map are based 
on one of them, the QS World University Ranking, which 
tracks and evaluates more than 1,400 universities in about 
100 countries.

UNIVERSITIES RANKED IN TOP 1,400
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11–20
21–50
> 50

MOST INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

MOST INTERNATIONAL 
RESEARCH NETWORKS
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THE FUTURE INVESTMENT INITIATIVE (FII) INSTITUTE 
is a new global nonprofit foundation with an  

investment arm and one agenda: Impact on Humanity. 
Global, inclusive and committed to Environmental, 

Social and Governance (ESG) principles, we foster 
great minds from around the world and turn ideas into  
real-world solutions in five critical areas: Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) and Robotics, Education, Health-
care and Sustainability. We are in the right place at the 
right time: when decision-makers, investors and an  
engaged generation of youth come together in aspiration, 
energized and ready for change. 

ABOUT FII INSTITUTE

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

MR. RICHARD ATTIAS
CEO FII Institute

PROFESSOR  
ADAH ALMUTAIRI 
Professor Pharmaceutical
Chemistry UCSD

DR. PETER H. DIAMANDIS 
Founder X-Prize 
Foundation & Singularity 
University

H.E. MATTEO RENZI
Italian senator for 
Florence (former PM)

H.E. MOHAMMED  
AL ABBAR
Founder & Chairman 
EMAAR properties

HRH PRINCESS REEMA 
BINT BANDAR
KSA ambassador  
to the USA

H.E. YASIR AL-RUMAYYAN 
Governor PIF, Chairman 
Saudi Aramco

PROFESSOR TONY CHAN
President of KAUST

Contact
FII Institute:  
THINK 
think@fii-institute.org

We harness that energy into three pillars: THINK, 
XCHANGE, ACT. Our THINK pillar empowers the world’s 
brightest minds to identify technological solutions to 
the most pressing issues facing humanity. Our XCHANGE 
pillar builds inclusive platforms for international  
dialogue, knowledge-sharing and partnership. Our ACT 
pillar curates and invests directly in the technologies of the 
future to secure sustainable real-world solutions. Join us to 
own, co-create and actualize a brighter, more sustainable 
future for humanity. ←-

IMPRINT

PUBLISHER
Future Investment  
Initiative Institute 
3884 Alakheel  
District Unit 9 
Riyadh 12382 - 6613 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

FUTURE INVESTMENT INITIATIVE INSTITUTE

CONTACT
For clarifications  
and inquiries, kindly email: 
info@fii-institute.org

EDITOR  
Detlef Gürtler
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